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BEDOGNI-1:Single moderator directional spectrometer for inline monitoring of 

epithermal neutron beams 

in BNCT facilities 

R. Bedogni, V. Monti, L. Menzio, A. Lega, M. Costa, J.M-. Gomez-Ros, S. Altieri 

A well-characterized neutron beam is crucial for a successful BNCT treatment planning. In particular, 

experimental knowledge of the energy-distribution of the neutron fluence, often known only by Monte Carlo 

simulation, is highly desirable.   

Single-moderator neutron spectrometers, introduced in recent years, proved their applicability in a number of 

workplaces, from medicine to large-scale neutron science facilities. These devices succeeded in the difficult 

challenge of condensing the functionality of a Bonner Spheres Spectrometer into a single moderator, embedding 

multiple thermal neutron detectors. These detectors are simultaneously acquired, thus making real-time 

spectrometry possible on a wide energy range.  

A specific design, called NCT-WES (Neutron Capture TheraCpy Wide Energy Spectrometer), was conceived for 

rapid and precise spectrometric measurements in neutron capture therapy facilities, where the energy distribution 

of the field is mainly epithermal. The main advantages of this spectrometer, when used as real-time spectrum 

monitor in BNCT, are:  

• the directional response, obtained through a collimated aperture, allow neglecting room-scatter; 

• the geometry is optimized to enhance resolving power in the epithermal range; 

• the use of radiation tolerant silicon carbide detectors allows exposing the device to very large integrated 

neutron fluences 

A general view of the device is presented in Figure 1. The following parts are shown: the boron-lined collimating 

aperture, and the extractable drawer containing the thermal neutron detectors. The overall cylinder has height = 

diameter = 40 cm. 

This communication describes the NCT-WES device, intended as an advanced beam quality tool for the BNCT 

community.  

 

 

 

 

 



CHEMNITZ-1: Spectral properties of neutron beams available at FRM II for use in 

BNCT  

T. Chemnitz1, C. Reiter1, P. Müller-Buschbaum1  

 1 Forschungs-Neutronenquelle Heinz Maier-Leibnitz, Lichtenbergstraße 1, 85748 Garching, Germany,  Email: 

tobias.chemnitz@frm2.tum.de ; Website: http://www.frm2.tum.de  

 With an undisturbed thermal flux of 8·1014 n/cm2·s, the neutron source FRM II provides neutrons for 

science, industry and medical applications. Thereby, it facilitates different secondary sources to cover 

a wide energy range from cold over hot to fission neutrons. The hot neutrons are generated by 

interaction of thermalized neutrons with a graphite block heated to 2000 K. They are guided by a 

beam tube to a monochromator that can be chosen from either copper or silicon and subsequently 

to the irradiation position. The fast fission neutrons are generated via fission of 235U in a subcritical 

assembly consisting of two so-called converter plates. A beam tube guides these neutrons to a filter 

bank, adjusting the spectrum used for irradiation by a reduction of gamma radiation and a 

suppression of the thermal beam component and subsequently to the irradiation position of the 

patient. Currently, this beam is used for the treatment of patients via direct irradiation with fast 

fission neutrons.   

As the mean neutron energy provided by the hot source amounts to 170 meV, FRM II’s converter facility 
is better suited to facilitate the energy range utilized for BNCT in the treatment of deep-seated tumors. 
The conversion of the fast fission spectrum into an epithermal spectrum is thereby subject of the 
current investigations. All related simulations use Serpent 2, a Monte Carlo particle transport code 
developed at VTT Technical Research Center in Finland.   

In this early stage model, the targeted object is a spherical structure with a diameter of 30 mm 
representing the tumor. It is placed in different depths of a cubic volume with an edge length of 
400 mm consisting of A-150 tissue equivalent plastics representing the surrounding body. This 
simplified phantom is placed at the irradiation position at a distance of 5500 mm from the converter 
plates. In order to shift the energy distribution of the neutrons into the epithermal range, a moderator 
is placed between the irradiation position and the beam tube. The boron (n,α) reaction rate is 
evaluated in a two-step process. Starting with a 235U fission spectrum, the neutrons pass through the 
moderator before reaching the simulated body and resulting in a specific energy distribution. This 
distribution serves as a starting neutron distribution for the second step, in which the tumor volume is 
consisting of 10B only with a concentration of 0.0025 wt%. The distance of the tumor from the tissue 
surface is varied between 5 mm to 105 mm.  

As a moderator material, PTFE, PE and LiF are used. The moderator thickness is varied depending on 
the material from 100 to 300 mm for PTFE and LiF as well as from 20 to 50 mm for PE. Three virtual 
detectors acquire the neutron energy spectrum at the source, immediately behind the moderator and 
in the mid-plane of the tumor. The (n,α) reaction rates at the latter position are compared for the 
unmoderated case and the different moderating materials. In addition, boron (n,α) reaction rates are 
also calculated for different depths of the tumor based on the spectrum of the hot neutron source and 
the geometrical outline of its irradiation position.  

Future calculations will introduce several modifications to both, the model and the evaluated 
parameters. For the model, the fast neutron spectrum generated in the converter plates will be 
specified by using a full-core reactor model also taking all installations and secondary sources into 
account. The influence of the beam shaping collimator situated between the converter plates and the 
patient will also be part of this advanced model. The evaluated parameters will then also include the 
superficial neutron dose of the skin as well as the photon dose.   

http://www.frm2.tum.de/
http://www.frm2.tum.de/
http://www.frm2.tum.de/


GRYZINSKI -1: Overview of the Polish activity for BNCT 
Michal.A.Gryzinski._Janusz Kocik 

National Centre for Nuclear Research, Otwock, Poland 
 
The MARIA research reactor is the only reactor in Poland, which is located at the National Centre for Nuclear 
Research. The MARIA reactor has eight horizontal channels, the H2 irradiation facility is located at one of them. 
This facility is dedicated to the Neutron Capture Therapy and consist of a horizontal intermediate channel, 
uranium converter and beam-shaping assembly (BSA) system. The converter is a system in which due to the 
reaction of thermal neutrons with uranium 235U, fast neutrons are emitted. The next element of the structure is 
the horizontal intermediate channel, which is responsible for controlling the flow of neutron flux from the 
reactor to the irradiation facility. The last one is BSA system, system of filters and moderators, which has been 
designed to allow irradiation in the neutron energy: thermal, epithermal, and fast neutrons. The estimated 
epithermal neutron flux rate will be about 109 cm-2 s-1. Full commissioning of the facility is planned to 2022. The 
irradiation facility in MARIA reactor has research and training functions for scientists in such fields as physics, 
medical physics, biology, radiobiology, chemistry, radiochemistry and medicine.  
 
While we ,as NCBJ started working on construction the BNCT research stand, the cooperation between people 
from Polish scientific society is being built. The history of activities affecting the dissemination of research on 
therapy dates back to 2015. In the same year, the first edition of the workshop on BNCT therapy took place. For 
four years, panicipants of the next workshop meetings operated as a science platfonn NeoBor-BNCT. In 2019 
institutions operating within the scientific platform have signed an agreement to create a scientific consortium 
under the name "The Polish Consortium for boron-neutron therapy". 
 
The consortium has four main goals: conducting basic research supporting the application of BNCT in Poland, 
research on new boron carriers, development of dosimetry methods and conducting activities focused on 
building a Polish clinical center treating BNCT.  
 
According to the information above, one of the consortium's main tasks includes the development of novel 
boron carriers, determination of their physicochemical and biological properties in vitro, and assessment of in 
vivo biodistribution. We put the effort into the goal to circumvent the selectivity-uptake challenge of boron 
compounds, their solubility, stability, and toxicity. Moreover, research work on the evaluation of biological 
effects at the cellular and molecular level in BNCT therapy has started in the new radiobiological laboratory of 
NCBJ. Our research will provide new knowledge about novel molecular mechanisms in the process of DNA 
damage formation and repair after exposure to the neutron-mixed beam used in BNCT.  
 
New methods of dosimetry of mixed beams are also being developed. The most used detectors for characterizing 
and controlling any neutron irradiation beam are activation foils and paired ionization chambers. In BNCT clinical 
dosimetry, ionization chambers are commonly used for phantom measurements because of their accuracy and 
practicality. Furthermore, in radiotherapy increasing interest in the application of both active and passive solid 
state detectors is observed. Nowadays as a golden standard dosimetry based on thermoluminescent (TL) 
dosimeters, gafchromic films or alanine-EPR is considered. To comply with the dosimetry canon, National Centre 
for Nuclear Research apply set of self- developed ionization chambers. Some of them are general purpose 
chambers and some are exclusively designed for application in BNCT. Due to its unique construction, all of them 
are classified as recombination chambers. It means that they exploit gas recombination for determination of 
absorbed dose as well as evaluation of high-LET beam constituents in the terms of radiation quality. Taking into 
account the physical phenomenon exploited in the recombination chambers, proposed detectors can serve as 
estimators of all four absorbed components which are specific for BNCT.  
 



HU-1:  Development of a collimator built-in type dose distribution shifter for 

boron neutron capture therapy to superficial tumour 

Naonori HU1,2, Hiroki TANAKA2, Mamoru MIYAO3, Syushi YOSHIKAWA1, Kazuhiko AKITA1, Teruhito 

AIHARA1, Koji ONO1 

1 Osaka Medical College, Kansai BNCT Medical Center, Osaka, Japan 
2 Kyoto University, Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Osaka, Japan 

3 Osaka Medical College Hospital, Osaka, Japan 

The Kansai BNCT Medical Center has a cyclotron based epithermal neutron source for clinical BNCT. The system 

accelerates a proton to an energy of 30 MeV which strikes a beryllium target producing high energy epithermal 

neutrons preferable for treatment of deep-seated tumours. While, clinical studies in the past have shown BNCT to 

be highly effective for malignant melanoma of the skin, to apply BNCT for superficial lesions using this system, 

it is necessary to shift the thermal neutron distribution so that the maximum dose occurs near the surface. One 

method is to utilise a bolus material (like conventional radiotherapy) to provide a build-up effect. However, there 

are a few difficulties with the use of bolus for BNCT, such as difficulty in placing the bolus over the treatment 

area due to the unique patient set up and the potential radioactivity of the bolus causing unwanted exposure to the 

patient. To overcome these issues, a dose distribution shifter (DDS) to fit inside the collimator opening was 

investigated. The PHITS Monte Carlo simulation was performed to determine the optimum moderator material 

and thickness. A polyethylene type material with a thickness of 2 cm was found to be the most optimum 

combination. Compared with the original neutron beam, the shifter increased the thermal neutron flux at the skin 

surface by approximately 4 times the measured and simulated central axis depth distribution and off axis 

distribution of the thermal neutron flux was found to be in good agreement with the simulated result. The 

irradiation time was reduced by approximately 15% with the DDS system. This system would not only reduce the 

treatment time but may also reduce the patient set up time due to the simple mechanism of placing the DDS into 

the collimator opening. With the system being interchangeable, it allows the user to freely adjust the condition to 

suit each individual patient treatment plan. Currently, the placement of the DDS into the collimator opening is a 

manual task, however, an automated exchanged system would be ideal from a safety perspective but also to speed 

up the set-up time even more. 

 



KOIVUNORO -2: Out-of-field leakage in Boron Neutron Capture Therapy 

Hanna Koivunoro1, Hiroaki Kumada2, Hiroki Tanaka3, Yoshinori Sakurai3 and Y. Kiyanagi4 

1Neutron Therapeutics Inc, Danvers, USA; 2Proton Medical Research Centre, University of Tsukuba, 

Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan; 3Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University; 
4Graduate School of Engineering, Nagoya University, Furo cho, Chikusa ku, Nagoya Aichi, Japan 

 

Out-of-field dose in radiotherapy is the unintended radiation dose leaking to the patient outside of the treatment 

volume and primary therapeutic beam. Out-of-field dose or, non-target radiation, is of concern, because it causes 

unnecessary risk to the patient. Even relatively low (≤1 Gy) doses have been associated with increased risk of 

secondary cancer, cardiac toxicity, skin cancer, eye lens cataract, implanted medical device malfunction and 

adverse effects on the fetus [1]. Requirements or recommendations for out-of-field leakage have not been defined 

for BNCT. In other radiotherapy modalities, out-of-field doses are typically reported as dose equivalents 

(mSv/Gy) as a fraction of the maximum dose on central axis or as a fraction of the dose to the target as a function 

of distance from the field edge [1]. Sometimes other dose units such as absorbed dose, equivalent dose or ambient 

dose equivalent are used. An international standard for light ion beam systems [2] sets two recommended limits 

for out-of-field dose based on distance from the field edge: maximum absorbed dose from all radiation types shall 

not exceed 0.5 % of the maximum dose at distances 150 mm to 500 mm from the field edge. At distances >500 

mm from the field edge, the maximum absorbed dose shall not exceed 0.1%.  Out-of-field doses are measured in 

air or in a phantom. Generally in-air measurements are recommended, even though they provide a conservative 

estimate for the true dose to locations in the patient.  

Recommendations and requirements for other radiotherapy modalities cannot be directly applied in 

BNCT due to the fundamental differences in the techniques. Novel BNCT systems have recently been developed 

for hospital use and guidelines related to the out-of-field leakage are urgently needed. This study investigates and 

provides suggestions for definitions and acceptable levels of out-of-field leakage for the BNCT systems. Out-of-

field doses of some existing BNCT systems are reported. The international standard for light ion beam therapy by 

the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) [2, 3] and the recommendations by AAPM Task Group 158 

[1] for external-beam radiation therapy have been used as guidelines. 
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The recent progress of technologies for accelerator-based neutron sources has rendered it possible to generate 

enough neutrons for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) using a compact accelerator. At present, many 

development projects for the accelerator-based neutron source for BNCT are being undertaken in the world.  

In the current accelerator-base neutron source for BNCT, charged particles like proton accelerated from 2.5 MeV 

to several tens of MeV, and then neutrons are generated by irradiating the accelerated the particles to target 

materials such as beryllium and lithium. The maximum energy of the neutrons released from the target material 

is the order from several hundreds of keV to a few tens of MeV. Thus, we have to moderate and filtered high 

energy neutrons to create an epithermal neutron (eV ~ 10 keV) beam applicable to the treatment because the 

neutrons released from the target materials involve many high energy neutrons. Regarding the neutron intensity, 

an epithermal neutron flux of 1×108 (n/cm2s) or more is required at the position of beam aperture to complete an 

irradiation within 1 hour. However, in the current technologies for BNCT accelerators, the amount of neutron 

intensity from the target material is not abundant. Therefore, we should design a suitable moderator of the beam-

shaping assembly (BSA) that enables to create the epithermal neutrons effectively. And the BSA is needed 

performance which can cut and filter low energy neutrons and gamma-rays included in the epithermal neutron 

beam in addition to the reduction of high energy neutrons. Furthermore, we have to also consider shielding all 

radiations leaking from the walls outside the beam aperture as much as possible. In the design work of BSA, 

regarding the materials and geometries around the moderator, new technology for accelerator-based neutron 

sources may be needed. However, we are able to also utilize many experiences and know-how accumulated in the 

conventional reactor-based BNCT. 

 



LI-1: Epithermal Neutron Beam Design based on MNSR for BNCT 
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Miniature Neutron Source Reactor (MNSR) is designed and built by China Institute of Atomic Energy for NAA, 

Physics experiment, Training and teaching. MNSR with thermal power 30kW is an undermoderated reactor of 

pool-tank type, UAL with 235U enrichment of 90 % as fuel, light water as coolant and moderator, and metal 

beryllium as reflector. The fission heat produced by the reactor is removed by the natural circulation. MNSR has 

one fuel assembly, which is located at the bottom of the reactor vessel. The fuel assembly consists of the fuel cage 

(“Birdcage”), the control rod guide tube and fuel elements. Ten circles of lattices are concentricily arranged in the 

upper and lower grid plates, there are 351 lattice positions in the grid, among which the central one is specified as 

the control rod guide tube position. The five tie rods are uniformly arranged at the eighth circle. The rest lattice 

positions are preserved for fuel rods, while keeping the MNSR core size unchanged, UO2 with 235U enrichment of 

19.75% was used to replace UAL with 235U enrichment of 90%, the epithermal neutron beam for BNCT based on 

MNSR with 30kW and LEU core(Fig. 1), which is located on the bottom of the core, is designed. the different 

materials, such as, Pb, ALF3, Cd, Al, polyethylene with Boron, etc, are adopted. MCNP is used for the calculation, 

the distance from the center point of the MNSR core to the exit of the epithermal neutron beam is 160 cm, the 

radius of exit is 6 cm. The main results at the exit are: Epithermal neutron flux rate is 1.297E+09 n·cm-2·s-1; 

Thermal neutron flux rate is 4.710E+07 n·cm-2·s-1; Ratio of γ dose rate to epithermal neutron flux rate is 1.322E-

11cGy·cm2; Ratio of fast neutron dose rate to epithermal neutron flux rate is 3.600E-11cGy·cm2. 

 

Fig. 1 Epithermal Neutron Beam 

 



LIU-1: Design considerations and recommendations of a BNCT beam shaping assembly 
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Beam Shaping Assembly (BSA) is a pivotal part of a BNCT system, no matter what kind of neutron source 

is utilized. The BSA directly affects the neutron beam quality as well as the radiation safety of a facility. Previously 

in the IAEA-TECDOC-1223 document, the BSA described is only for the reactor-based facility and by the time 

there was no BSA built specifically for an AB-BNCT (accelerator-based BNCT) system. Therefore, this report 

describes practical considerations and recommendations regarding designing and constructing a BSA, basing on 

the ones built already for the THOR BNCT facility and the BNCT center at the Xiamen Humanity Hospital. This 

report consists of two parts: the first part describes the neutron beam design technique for an AB-BNCT source, 

and the second part recommends a series of safety requirement for the BSA. 

A good BSA can effectively moderate the generated high energy neutrons from the target (reactor core if an 

RB-BNCT facility is referred), and can filter out most of the undesired contamination components, e.g. gamma 

rays and thermal neutrons (if an epithermal neutron beam is desired); the last step of BSA is to collimate the 

neutron beam for a better focusing irradiation. This requires a good combination of materials, geometries, and 

arrangement among the target station, cooling pipes, moderator, reflector, shielding, and collimator. A series of 

desired beam parameters and performance will be described elsewhere in other reports prepared by the Physics 

Working Group of International Society for Neutron Capture Therapy, and will not be further described. 

Through a considerable large number of computer modeling and simulations, we have identified some 

common key features to produce a good neutron beam for BNCT. One of the features shows a bi-cone shaped 

moderator provides a better reflection of backward neutrons and a better collimation of forward ones; the bi-cone 

shaped moderator apparently provides a higher beam intensity than a regular cylinder or single-cone shape one. 

Another key feature is placing the target station within the moderator which is surrounded by the 

reflector/shielding part; such an arrangement results in a better beam quality as well as a higher beam intensity. 

The second part of this article describes the engineering considerations as well as recommendations for how 

to construct a robust, safe and reliable BSA. First of all, the deformation of the BAS must be taken into 

consideration and the use of rigidness supporting and containing structure is a recommended solution. The BSA 

of THOR has suffered from a significant deformation attributed to the heavy weight of lead used as reflector and 

gamma-ray shielding, and it must be carefully realigned once a while. It is recommended to monitor the 

deformation of the BSA regularly using an appropriate measure. The recommended criteria of maximum 

deformation are <0.5 mm in settlement, and <0.5 degree in tilt. Any deformation higher than the recommended 

values must be calibrated by appropriate tools or methods to ensure the beam central line and the positioning 

system is in alinement. 

The neutron activation and the correspondingly induced radioactive byproduct profile are other key factors 

that must be considered; for example, materials contain cobalt and bismuth should be avoided. The accumulated 

activity of the BSA should be less than the limitation of low-level radioactive waste after a reasonable decay time, 

for instance, 1 years. That is to say, the BSA can be dismantled without the management need as a radioactive 

waste. The design and evaluation must follow the ALARA principal. 

Another important consideration is the radiation leakage of BSA. One part is the out-of-field leakage in the 

beam-exit surface, and the other important but a much less discussed part is the leakage in the rear surface. For 

the out-of-field neutron leakage, it is suggested to be less than 5% of the average beam intensity within the beam 

aperture at 10 cm away from the beam exit edge, and 1% at 30 cm distance. For the rear-end radiation leakage 

(exclude the inevitable backward neutron directly from the vacuum tube), it is recommended to be less than 10% 

of the main therapeutic beam. Further details and other points will be described in the presentation. Further details, 

suggestions and recommendations will be presented in our completed report and presentation. 
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The on-line monitoring system (OMS) is the ‘eyes’ of a BNCT beam, which counts for the accuracy of dose 

delivery. OMS is also the pivotal normalization reference among different experiments/measurements. It is the 

first detector to be built for the BNCT neutron beam. Without the OMS, there is no way to conduct accountable 

beam measurement and thus no one can perform the vital beam characterization. A reliable and trustworthy OMS 

relies on a series of carefully designed and calibrated detectors, dedicated control logics and algorithms, carefully 

verified beam characterization, as well as a thorough and periodical calibration. To develop an ideal OMS, it 

requires a highly sophisticated development work and it also relies on lots of nuclear radiation measurement 

experiences and control design. This report gives practical suggestions as well as recommendations for a ‘minimal’ 

OMS, which can meet the minimum need of clinical need for BNCT, according to the developed OMS systems 

for the THOR, HFR, and the new AB-BNCT center at the Xiamen Humanity Hospital. 

A good OMS must consider a) truthiness, b) reliability, c) availability, d) maintainability, and e) rigidness. 

The following design considerations and recommendations are proposed to achieve a good OMS. 

The choice of detectors and some considerations – A set of 3 to 4 neutron detectors should be deployed in 

the OMS, and additional one or two gamma-ray sensitive detectors are suggested to be included, for the sake of 

redundancy and safe margin. The neutron detectors must have a good neutron (N) and gamma ray (G) 

discrimination that a G/N ratio should be <0.1% in its counting result. The deployed N detector should have an 

extraordinary signal to noise ratio as well, that a ratio <0.1% should be achieved. The N detector should be dead-

time insensitive; otherwise, it has to be carefully calibrated and corrected for the dead-time contribution by a 

function of counting rate covering wide range. The dead-time correction algorithm must be carefully built in the 

OMS control system, and be verified, and validated. The N or G detector lifetime should be no less than 1 year 

under regular operation, and the burnup (if there is any) or decline should be <1% in 1 year.  

The installation of detectors – The 3 or 4 detectors (N) are recommended to be installed within the beam 

shaping assembly (BSA), but not within the beam center to avoid influence attributed to the beam quality and also 

avoid influence from objects presented in front of the beam (back scattering contribution). Furthermore, it is 

recommended to install them around the BSA to obtain the relative spatial information of the beam (e.g. top, left, 

right, and bottom); it may not be necessary to be installed symmetrically. The detectors are recommended to be 

installed from the rear end of the BSA to avoid influence during patient positioning and other activities in the 

irradiation room. The installation channels are suggested to be as straight as possible to avoid significant bending 

of the signal cables (i.e. make a turn of the channel), which will cause possible stress to the cable and induce 

noises; furthermore, the turn may make a difficulty to the detector installation as well as positioning. Lastly, an 

immobilization device is recommended to fix the detector from the rear end of the BSA. 

The statistics requirement – the counting rate of one of the N channels should be more than 10,000 counts 

per second in order to achieve a statistical error less than 1% in every reading; the OMS should provide a good 

counting rate covering a wide range, saying from 20% to 100% of the nominal beam intensity. This can be 

achieved by several different techniques. 

Other consideration – the OMS should be insensitive to the environment change, i.e. temperature, humidity, 

light, sound, and radiation (both ionization and non-ionization). The OMS must be resistant to electromagnetic 

interference. In addition, a compensation to the voltage change within a given range is required. An uninterruptible 

power supply (UPS) is mandatory for the OMS. 

More considerations and recommendations will be given in the complete report and our presentation. 



LIU-3: Recommendations of characterizing and commissioning a clinical BNCT neutron beam 
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The characterization and commission of a BNCT beam are essential for its beam design verification and clinical 

validation. A set of measurement techniques has been developed and conducted in the Tsing Hua Open-pool 

Reactor (THOR, Hsinchu) and the High Flux Reactor (HFR, Petten) BNCT neutron beams1,2. The developed tool 

kit was further improved recently and will be applied on the new accelerator-based BNCT facility built in the 

Xiamen Humanity Hospital. The tool kit is consisted of the following techniques: 

1. Neutron intensity3 – neutron activation technique is applied to determine the neutron beam intensity according 

to the measured activities of the irradiated metal foils; 

2. Neutron spectrum4,5 – 1) multiple activation foils loaded in a modified lollipop-like spheres, 2) the unfolding 

code SAND-EX and 3) Monte Carlo determined response functions, are proposed to obtain the required 

spectrum; 

3. Neutron and gamma-ray dose6 – the paired ionization chamber technique is proposed to obtain the dose rates 

after a series of sophisticated corrections; 

4. On-line beam monitoring7 – fission chambers or BF3 ones are proposed to serve the purpose of monitoring 

the real-time beam intensity and provide the necessary time information for normalization and correction; 

5. Neutron spatial distribution8 – indirect neutron radiography is applied which has a combination of a large 

piece of activation foil to cover the region of interest, and a planar reader, e.g. imaging plate system; 

The measurement techniques mentioned above need very carefully calibrated and corrected procedures to obtain 

the desired physical information. Among the correction factors, the Monte Carlo determined and derived 

correction factors are of crucial, such as self-shielding correction, detector response functions, and a prior 

information. With the proposed tool kit and correction methods, one can derive the essential beam 

characterization, including time, energy, spatial, and angular distributions. Details of the beam characterization 

and commissioning will be presented in our presentation. 
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Based on an Elekta Precise SL 18 MV medical LINAC, a thermal and an epithermal neutron sources have been 

developed at the Physics Department of Turin University in Italy, where a dedicated accelerator has been installed. 

The facility, developed within the E_LiBANS INFN project, aims at offering two neutron irradiation fields for 

BNCT preclinical studies on cells or tissues and for the detectors development and test.   

Both the thermal and the epithermal neutron field are obtained by photo-conversion. The LINAC head is coupled 

with a specifically designed photoconverter-moderator system which deploys the (γ,n) photonuclear reaction on a 

thick lead target to convert the bremsstrahlung photons of the LINAC beam into a neutron field. Suitable materials 

and geometries have been selected to optimize the neutron energy distributions and to reduce the gamma 

contamination. The useful field is obtained in a closed cavity. Energy distributions are shown in figure 1.   

  

 

Figure 1: Energy distribution of the thermal(left) and epithermal (right) neutron field  

The thermal neutron sources can reach an average fluence rate of 2 106 cm-2 s-1 while the epithermal one can reach 

some 105 cm-2 s-1. A pulsed beam is obtained with the characteristic to be tunable in intensity.   

  

This communication demonstrates the feasibility of neutron sources based on medical type LINACS and illustrates 

the possibility to offer to the BNCT community “easy to access” neutron fields for irradiation tests, showing the 

advantageous characteristics of these facilities.   
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The features of the neutron beam from a charged particle accelerator via a specific nuclear reaction with a suitable 

target can be very different to the one obtained from a nuclear reactor. The combination of the charged particle 

energy and the beam shape assembly increases the possibilities of optimizing the spectrum in the epithermal range, 

which may expand the therapeutic region inside the body for treatments of deep seated tumors.  

 We have explored what is the optimal neutron energy which produces the widest range in the body where the 

tumor dose exceeds at least twice the maximum dose delivered to normal tissue, by means of Monte Carlo 

simulations of monoenergetic neutron beams in different phantoms. This lies in the range from 1 to 7 keV, close 

to the upper bound limit for epithermal neutrons of 10 keV previously considered. As this limit has been the subject 

of some discussion, we have also analyzed neutrons above this limit and we find that neutrons up to energies in 

the range 15-20 keV (depending on the tissue) are still useful for BNCT (Figure 1). As some accelerator-based 

neutron beam designs present their maximum near the epithermal limit of 10 keV, this quantity (which previously 

was just an order of magnitude for separating the high energy tail from the spectrum) is key for a spectrum to 

qualify in the recommendations for desired beam parameters. Then, we have performed dose-depth profiles and 

map doses for realistic spectra obtained from low energy protons on lithium and moderated with different beam 

shape assemblies complying with the actual recommendations from the IAEA when raising this epithermal limit 

up to 20 keV. Results show a very good therapeutic ability.  

 In addition to this, we have analyzed the nuclear data which are required for the Monte Carlo simulations of both 

the beam shape assembly and the dose profiles in tissue. Although most of these data are well known, we found 

some discrepancies between experimental values and evaluations or data missing in some reactions relevant to 

BNCT. Our group, which is part of the neutron time of flight (n_TOF) collaboration at CERN, has carried out 

recent measurements of the neutron capture reactions on 14N and 35Cl1, which can increase the accuracy of the 

dose calculations by means of Monte Carlo simulations. Also, some other nuclear data needs for the design of 

beam shape assemblies will be also discussed for future measurements.  

  

  

  

Figure 1. Ratio between 

tumor dose and maximum 

normal tissue dose (color) 

as a function of depth 

(Xaxis) and neutron energy 

(Y-axis) for brain (left), 

neck (center) and abdomen 

(right).  

  

                                                                 
1Praena J, Porras I, Sabaté-Gilarte M et al. 2017. The 14N(n,p)14C and 35Cl(n,p)35S reactions at n_TOF-

EAR2: dosimetry in BNCT and astrophysics. Proposal to the ISOLDE and Neutron Time-of-Flight Committee. 

CERN Document Server: https://cds.cern.ch/record/2266484.   

Porras I, T. Wright T, Bennett S et al. 2018. Measurement of the 35Cl(n,γ) cross section at n_TOF EAR1. 

Proposal to the ISOLDE and Neutron Time-of-Flight Committee. CERN Document Server: 

http://cds.cern.ch/record/002299695.  
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The availability of neutron sources from proton accelerators is boosting the publication of Beam Shaping 

Assemblies (BSA) design to shape suitable beams for patient treatment. Until few years ago, the only guidelines 

were the in-air, free-beam parameters described in the IAEA TecDoc released in 2001. More refined analysis, 

testing the beams in anthropomorphic phantoms and in treatment planning of real clinical case have been proposed 

in the last years.  More recently, radiobiological figures of merit, able to condensate in one parameter the effect of 

the three-dimensional dose distributions obtained in the treatment, have demonstrated to be a powerful analysis 

tool.  

Starting from the neutron source obtained by the 5 MeV, 30 mA proton accelerator coupled to a beryllium target 

designed and manufactured by INFN, we designed an epithermal neutron beam. The aim was to project a clinical 

facility to be installed at the National Centre of Oncological Hadrontherapy (CNAO), Italy. Starting from several 

designed BSA, we applied different criteria to select the most adequate for a clinical scenario. In particular, we 

studied the therapeutic potential and the suitability. The therapeutic potential is evaluated by analysing the 

classical in-air free-beam characteristics and calculating a radiobiological figure of merit related to the therapy 

outcome. The suitability takes into account the safety of the beam, by evaluation of the peripheral dose absorbed 

by out-of-beam organs. This procedure allowed selecting the clinically most performing beam which also 

complies with the Italian radio-protection limits. This beam was then compared, through a treatment planning 

simulation, to a real clinical case who received BNCT in the past.   

This work demonstrates that the physical characteristics of the beam are not sufficient to select a clinical BNCT 

beam: wider considerations are necessary to take proper decisions on the safest and most effective beam for 

patients. 
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 The BNCT dosimetry is much more complex than standard radiotherapy dosimetry where the gamma 

rays will produce mainly electrons releasing all their kinetic energies in ionization. The BNCT dosimetry needs 

to measure or to estimate by simulations not only the number of neutron captures on 10B, 1H or on 14N but also 

the gamma production by some of these neutron captures and their interaction on tissues. The neutron capture on 

10B and on 14N will produce nuclear recoils (4He, 7Li, H and 14C). These nuclear recoils are the main 

contribution to the high LET (> 200 keV/um) produced by the BNCT.  

 

 The neutron capture cross section depends on the neutron energy. The neutron production on targets by 

compact accelerators opens an important degree of freedom to optimize the neutron field produced and then 

optimize the BNCT dose on tumors reducing the secondary dose on healthy tissues. The epithermal neutron 

energies can be optimized to the tumor depths [1]. 

The Beam Shaping Assemblies (BSAs) around the targets or moderators will define the neutron field used in 

BNCT. Many different designs, based on different simulations are available. An optimization of these designs 

can be envisaged. 

 

 It is for all these reasons that the BNCT dosimetry is strongly related to the Neutron Field produced at 

the target and after moderation. Both have to be evaluated for each neutron source. The neutron spectrometer 

developed by the LPSC team [2] can help to get the reference measurements needed to normalize methods and 

neutron dosimetry estimations. 
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Cancer is a global disease that must be considered for treatment. Boron Neutron Capture Therapy is one of the 

applications of nuclear technology using the principle of nuclear radiation interaction. By optimizing the neutron 
output needed in cancer therapy, it is also necessary to optimize the design of the BNCT system using Beams 
Shaping Assembly (BSA). The objectives of this study is knowing the parameter values of the BSA design used 
with a target of 7Li. This research is based on simulation using the PHITS program by modeling the geometry and 
BSA components that function as collimators from the 30 MeV neutron accelerator generator with a current of 
2 mA. The independent variable of this research is the material of BSA components used in the system. The results 
of this study indicate a BSA design with 37 cm MgO2 as a reflector, 20 cm MgF2 as a moderator, Bismuth as a 
neutron thermal filter, and Li-polyethylene as a gamma filter. So that in this design the IAEA parameters are 
appropriate for the Boron Neutron Capture Therapy system. 

Keywords: BNCT, BSA, neutron flux, lithium target 
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In Japan, accelerator-based boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) system for new medical device and 

boronophenylalanin (BPA)-based new drug for BNCT were approved by the Ministry of Health, Labour and 

Welfare of Japan for the treatment of locally unresectable recurrent or unresectable advanced head and neck cancer 

on March 2020.  BNCT is classified as a radiation therapy that derives its therapy effects from the heavy-particle 

beams formed by the reactions between boron (10B) and thermal neutrons.  Prior to this approval, Japanese Society 

of Neutron Capture Therapy (JSNCT) and Japanese Society for Radiation Oncology (JASTRO) released the 

“Guidebook for BPA-BNCT" to the public on the homepages of the two societies.    

The objective of this guidebook is to provide the content which is describe at this abstract as common knowledge 

to multidisciplinary medical personnel (e.g., physicians, radiologists, medical physicists, nurses, and pharmacists) 

who will be conducting future clinical research using accelerator BNCT, which will be introduced in medical 

institutions.  Furthermore, it will ensure safe implementation of accelerator BNCT and provide avenues for novel 

clinical research.  The publication of this guidebook is particularly important, considering that there are practically 

no medical personnel in Japan with experience in dealing with neutrons.  The content of the guidebook is as 

follows: 

  

  

1.  Introduction, 

2.  Neutron Irradiation System 

3.  Dose Evaluation / Treatment Planning  

4．Quality Control 

5．Acceptance test / Commissioning  

6．Drugs 

7．BNCT Procedure 

8．BNCT Clinical Research 

9. Requirements for BNCT Practitioners  
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The dose evaluation of BNCT needs to be divided into the following four components based on the 

interaction of neutrons with different energies with material.  

1. The gamma dose due to primary gamma rays emitted from a neutron-generating target/ a moderator and 

secondary gamma rays produced by the capture reaction of 1H(n,g)2H between thermal neutrons and hydrogen, 

which are constituent elements in tissues. 

2. The hydrogen dose due to recoil protons produced by the elastic scattering reaction of 1H(n,n')p of epithermal 

and fast neutrons with hydrogen. 

3. The nitrogen dose due to protons and recoil 14C generated by the capture reaction of 14N(n,p)14C of thermal 

neutrons with nitrogen. 

4. The boron dose due to charged particles generated by the capture reaction of 10B(n,a)7Li between thermal 

neutrons with 10B. 

In order to evaluate the above doses, it is necessary to derive a neutron spectrum when a treatment beam is incident 

on a water phantom simulating a human body. The neutron energy in the irradiation field of BNCT ranges from 

10-9 to several tens MeV, and it is difficult to measure it over the entire energy range. Evaluation of neutron energy 

spectrum is performed in combination with neutron transport calculation using nuclear data by Monte Carlo 

simulation. 

By injecting the treatment beam into the water phantom, epithermal neutrons are moderated into thermal neutrons. 

Obtaining thermal neutron flux distribution in a water phantom is important for deriving nitrogen dose and boron 

dose. The thermal neutron flux distribution is mainly evaluated using the activation method (Mn, Au, Cu). 

Moreover, TLD etc. are used for the measurement of the gamma ray dose distribution. 

Next, the absorbed dose at each position is calculated by using the KERMA factor. Further, by using the twin 

ionization chamber method, it is possible to measure the neutron dose including the fast neutrons and the gamma 

ray dose in the water phantom. It is important to evaluate the validity of the simulation using the results of these 

dosimeters. 

Measurement of neutron spectrum under the condition of free air without water phantom is necessary to acquire 

radiation source information for treatment planning system and to compare beam performance with other 

facilities. In the case of an accelerator neutron source, the nuclear reaction data between the neutron generating 

target and charged particles is needed, and it is important to verify the validity of the neutron spectrum from the 

target. The therapeutic beam is designed to reduce the number of fast neutrons and gamma rays as much as 

possible, and the neutron spectrum of the epithermal neutron beam generated from the moderator is evaluated 

using multiple activation foils and Bonner spheres. It is possible to evaluate the quality of neutron beam by the 

microdosimetry method using a tissue-equivalent proportional counter.  

During commissioning of accelerator-based neutron sources, the thermal neutron flux distribution in the water 

phantom is used to verify the radiation source data of the treatment planning system. Data of thermal neutron flux 

distribution and gamma ray dose in the water phantom obtained during commissioning are used during QA. 

  In the treatment planning, the neutron spectrum and the gamma ray dose at each position are calculated, and after 

the neutron physical dose is converted by KERMA factors, the RBE equivalent dose is derived using the relative 

biological effectiveness for each neutron energy region and the kind of boron compounds. 

In addition to the conventional BNCT dosimetry, we will introduce the BNCT dosimetry that includes a neutron 

spectrometer that uses a special moderator that has been recently developed, and a neutron detector that 

combines a small scintillator and a quartz optical fiber. 
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• Neutron sources for BNCT treatment facilities. 
• Organization, operation and management of a BNCT treatment 

facility.   
• Treatment facility design.  
• Regulatory aspects.  
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Intense neutron sources produced by proton accelerators and suitable for BNCT are now available; they can be 

installed directly into an hospital environment opening new possibilities to spread BNCT as a new available 

treatment against cancer. Many facilities are already installed in Japan; some are planned, or under installation, 

in Europe. Many groups are working on BNCT in Europe like in Finland, United Kingdom, Italy, Spain, Germany, 

Poland. In Finland, after the FIR1 reactor shutdown, a new BNCT center, based on a proton accelerator, has been 

created by Helsinki University Hospital and  Neutron Therapeutics Company; in UK the possibility to upgrade 

the existing accelerator is under consideration; in Italy a project exist with the aim to install at the National Hadron 

Therapy Center (CNAO), in Pavia,  an RFQ based proton accelerator developed by National Institute of Nuclear 

Physics (INFN). A status report on BNCT European projects will be presented.  
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This paper presents all current research activities that were performed during recent years as well as the 

prospective of BNCT research at Tehran Research Reactor (TRR) including neutron beam design base on TRR 

thermal column, the construction of medical head phantom, and some simulations about biological dose during 

BNCT. The theoretical and experimental investigations show that TRR has a very good potential to consider it as 

a pilot facility for BNCT research in the Middle East and could be facilitated for clinical applications. In this way, 

there are two different approaches which are using fission convertor method in the thermal column or facilitating 

the TRR medical room. Each of these two approaches have its benefits and challenges which should be analyzed 

carefully. Also there are some efforts about the synthesis of Boron drugs which is presented in this paper. We 

hope to start the first biological experiment in this year. 
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Accelerator-based neutron sources for BNCT have been constructed and planned in the world [1]. An accelerator 

power of few 10 kW is required for BNCT and this power is rather high compared with powers practically adopted 

for compact accelerators for neutron scattering applications. Although the high power had caused difficulty to 

construct the accelerator-based BNCT, intensive efforts have been devoted to develop high power accelerators for 

BNCT for more than 10 years.  The first neutron source was C-BENS at Kyoto University. A cyclotron with an 

energy of 30 MeV and a current of 1 mA was adopted and a Be target was used for the neutron production. The 

high proton energy enables to make a stable and blistering less target. Two similar systems were constructed in 

hospitals in Japan. The system obtained medical device approval for manufacturing and sales of accelerator based 

BNCT system in Japan in March 2020. Medium proton energy around 10 MeV combined with a Be target was 

adopted at Ibaraki BNCT (iBNCT) system in Japan and then A-BNCT project in Korea. iBNCT adopted a linac 

with 8 MeV and 10 mA proton beam and succeeded in obtaining neutron intensity sufficient for treatment. At low 

proton energy around 3 MeV, a Li target is a good candidate since it has much higher neutron production efficiency 

than Be. An electrostatic accelerator based BNCT system with 2.6 MeV and 30 mA was constructed at Helsinki 

University Hospital in Finland and a different type of the electrostatic accelerator with 2.8 MeV and 15 mA was 

installed in Nagoya University in Japan for a BNCT fundamental study. A linac with 2.5 MeV and 20 mA was 

used for BNCT at National Cancer Center in Japan. The low energy proton accelerators are under planning and 

constructed in China, Argentina and Italy. 

In this presentation, neutron production reactions relating to target materials, accelerator types and their 

characteristics are introduced for the BNCT facilities.  

 

[1] Y. Kiyanagi, Y. Sakurai, H. Kumada, H. Tanaka, Status of accelerator-based BNCT projects worldwide, AIP 

Conf. Proc., 2160, 050012 (2019); https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5127704 
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There is an international consensus that Accelerator-Based BNCT (AB-BNCT) may change the prospects of 

BNCT due mainly to the possibility of in-hospital siting in contrast to reactor-based facilities. Hence, there is a 

quest worldwide for finding technological solutions for such a facility. Decision criteria may be: simplicity, safety 

and lowest possible cost in order to promote widest possible dissemination.  

There are several high intensity accelerator-based facilities being constructed and tested worldwide. The different 

options work on different nuclear reactions, beam energies and currents, resulting primary neutron spectra 

features, target design and complexity, resulting epithermal neutron beam characteristics, type of machine, cost, 

etc. Merits and demerits can hence be compared. 

In particular, the progress of the Argentine Electrostatic Quadrupole accelerator is described. This machine is 

conceived to work in air to minimize the number of ancillary systems and facilitate its maintenance. A smaller-

than-final-size prototype is ready which has been shown to transmit proton beams of about 10 mA. Beam 

diagnostics through fluorescence induced in the residual gas of the accelerator tube and emittance determinations 

will be shown. 

Our attention is preferentially focused on deuteron-induced reactions and in particular on 9Be(d,n)10B and 
13C(d,n)14N, since they allow for the smallest possible machines. Its suitability for AB-BNCT will be discussed. 

Progress in Be- and C-based neutron production targets will also be briefly described. 

A new accelerator development laboratory and future treatment facility is under advanced construction in 

Argentina and its current status will be described. 
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Boron Neutron Capture therapy (BNCT) is a form of tumor-selective particle radiation therapy. Recent 

improvements of accelerator-based neutron sources for hospitals will increase the application of BNCT cancer 

therapy. However, even after tumor-selective BNCT, recurrence may occur. The reasons for such recurrences after 

BNCT have not been fully elucidated, but they may reflect tumor characteristics. It is required to improve by 

biomedical investigations the understanding of the biochemical and physiological aspects.  

In this context, innovative molecular profiles, can be of great importance to facilitate improvements and 

applications of BNCT. In particular, the great progress of proteomics methodologies, including sample 

preparation, instrumentations and computational tools, allow a deeper investigation of human diseases and their 

therapies. Also, the integration of proteomics data with network analysis contributes to the characterization of 

perturbed molecular pathways (so called “metabolic clusters”) in relation to disease states (endotypes). This 

creates possibilities inserting the discovered biomarkers in the context of molecular mechanisms related to 

pathology and therapeutic outcome.  

Boron neutron capture therapy will take advantages from molecular investigations. In particular, with such tools  

it becomes possible to study the effects due to each step of treatment: boron infusion and neutron beam irradiation. 

In addition, using innovative computational platforms, such as Systems Biology, it is possible to characterize the 

mechanisms activated (or deactivated) during the disease and therapy.  

Non-invasive monitoring of the development of the disease and the therapeutic effect may be performed by 

analyzing the circulating exosomes. They are a mirror of physio-pathological states of subjects, and they are a 

very important complement to the traditional biopsies, frozen or paraffined ones, sometimes complex to collect 

from the patients. 

Altogether these aspects are important component for developing a future Precision/Personalized Medicine in 

BNCT, involving the characterization of different subtypes of cancers, determined by different biomarkers leading 

to the eligibility of the patients to specific therapeutic treatments. 

These activities require to develop a proof of concept about integrated physical-molecular-medical studies of 

neutron therapy, including radiomics, new boron-containing drugs and delivery approaches, to make a synergic 

cooperation and allowing molecular profiles of patients before treatment, characterizing biomarkers useful for 

monitoring efficacy and side effects, and stratifying subjects potential Responders and Non-Responders. Such 

innovative concepts should be integrated in the clinical trial strategies for the further development of BNCT.  

 



MITEV-1: The BNCT Development Project at the 

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences  

M. Mitev, D. Tonev 

Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 

Introduction: The development of beam tube for Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) - a promising 

radiation therapy for cancer tumour treatment, is one of the main objectives of the refurbishment of the research 

reactor IRT-Sofia of the Institute for Nuclear Research and Nuclear Energy of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences 

(INRNE-BAS). BNCT is considered as one of the most important IRT-Sofia application significant for its future 

sustainable utilisation. The BNCT development at INRNE-BAS utilizes two parallel processes- (1) design of the 

BNCT facility and (2) building of scientific capacity and the accompanying infrastructure, necessary for 

successful implementation of the therapy. The BNCT is developed partly under support of the Bulgarian National 

Scientific Fund by the project NIK-2/2007 for creation of BNCT information system, and further by project D002-

58 for BNCT infrastructure development. 

Used approach: Extensive modeling of the geometry and material composition of the BNCT channel is 

being performed. The channel follows the beam tube configuration of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

Reactor and takes into account an ability to include the tube into IRT reactor geometry. The results of neutron and 

gamma transport calculations performed for the model have shown that the facility, built at reactor of low power 

of 200 kW will be able to supply an epithermal neutron flux of about 5.109 n/cm2s, with beam quality, which is 

well beyond the recommended values in IAEA-TECDOC-1223, and close to the best value reached in the world 

until now.  

The organizational activities performed in parallel to the beam design are directed to smooth entering 

into BNCT application. Extension and enhancement of the BNCT engaged specialists’ interdisciplinary team in 

close collaboration between the INRNE-BAS, the Medical University in Sofia, the Medical University in Varna, 

the Institute of Electronics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, and the Faculty of Physics of Sofia University, 

the knowledge renewing and educating of human resources for BNCT, is a continuous process that forms the 

BNCT infrastructure. The Bulgarian National Cyclotron Center with attached radiochemical and biological 

laboratories, which is under construction at INRNE-BAS, will bring important scientific infrastructure for boron 

carrier pharmacokinetics in small animals and other BNCT related research. BNCT information system is created 

and and is updating continuously. It contains already more than 460 papers on all aspects of BNCT. The 

information system includes INRNE-BAS reports and papers on BNCT as well. Additional research is envisaged 

in the coupling of optical and nuclear methods for diagnostics, localization, monitoring and therapy of malignant 

tumors, mainly by combining the advantages of the Photo Diagnostics Analysis and Photo Dynamics Therapy 

with BNCT.  

Our specialists have participated in important international BNCT forums, establish new and keep on 

going already established contacts with experts form other BNCT facilities at High Flux Reactor at JRC-IE, Petten, 

the FiR-1, Finland, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, USA and the MEPhI IRT Reactor, Moscow, Russia. 

The accumulated knowledge, skills, information for the installation and activities needed for BNCT realization 

are permanently analysed and refreshed. A special session devoted to nuclear application in medicine with accent 

on BNCT was organized in the frames of the conference of Bulgarian Nuclear Society to assess the interest of the 

Bulgarian nuclear medicine community and gathered many oncologists and physicists. Specialists from Japan, 

Romania, Germany and Bulgaria exchanged their intentions and experience in BNCT during the meeting. 

Poster, TV and radio presentations oriented to BNCT method of treatment are being organised to keep in 

touch the public at large. 

Conclusion:  

The optimization of BNCT beam tube design for a low power IRT reactor is in its final stage. Extensive 

information which is necessary for taking decisions on the most efficient way for performing BNCT is available. 

Significant activity is performed for ensuring the necessary scientific infrastructure and human resources. The 

Bulgarian National Cyclotron Center will provide important new accelerator based scientific tool that will 

become available for BNCT related investigations in the area of pharmacokinetics and microbiology in the near 

future. 
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At present, there are many accelerator based neutron sources proposed for BNCT mainly with beryllium or 

lithium targets. In Osaka University, we employed liquid lithium as the target material for realization of heat 

removal. The technology is based on the elemental technique developed for an intense neutron source facility 

for fusion research, i.e., IFMIF (now named A-FNS). Only our research group has the technology and carried 

out studies for years using our own lithium loop in Osaka University. Experiences acquired so far have usefully 

been utilized for development of prototype lithium loops constructed in JAEA for the IFMIF research. Also a 

test of our lithium target system was carried out in Birmingham University, UK, to confirm the performance of 

our BNCT system. The summarized results will be described in the meeting. 
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An accelerator-based BNCT system employing a solid-state lithium target was installed in National Cancer Center 

Hospital (NCCH), Tokyo, Japan. The system was manufactured by Cancer Intelligence Care Systems, Inc., Tokyo, 

Japan. In NCCH, a clinical trial using the system and a boron-10 compound, which is provided by STELLA 

PHARMA CORPORATION, has been conducted since November, 2019. The first patient was treated on 

November, 2019, and it was the first treatment for human using the accelerator-based BNCT system with the Li 

target in the world. Three patients has been treated by end of January, 2020. This study introduces a part of the 

treatment facility and the treatment procedure in NCCH. 

The facility can be divided into three sections (the system, a procedure area before/after BNCT, and a 

treatment room). The system consists of a proton linear accelerator, transport devices for the accelerated protons, 

a Li target, and a beam shaping assembly. In the system, the vertical neutron beam is adopted for BNCT. The 

procedure area has a computed tomography (CT) device for a treatment planning and off-line IGRT (including 

simulation space), a control room for the CT device and the system, an inductivity coupled plasma optical emission 

spectrometer for measuring the boron density in blood of the patient, some detectors and phantoms for performing 

the quality assurance/control (QA/QC), a treatment planning system (TPS), and a waiting room. In the control 

room, the number of required neutrons for BNCT is controlled by the number of protons delivered to the Li target 

in the system. In the waiting room, drip for the compounds is performed before BNCT and the patient condition 

is confirmed after BNCT. The treatment room equips four cameras and a percutaneous oxygen saturation monitor 

to confirm the patient condition during BNCT. The treatment room also equips a treatment couch which can shift 

freedom on 5-axis in order to achieve the off-line IGRT. It is noted that the 5-axis shift is sufficient for the system 

since the neutron beam is isotropically emitted against perpendicular to the beam axis. 

Using those three sections, BNCT can be performed. There are many work in each related occupation 

(radiation oncologist, medical physicist, radiation technologist, and nurse) before and after BNCT. Time schedule 

on the treatment day is especially busy. In NCCH, it spends approximately 4 hours to perform the one treatment 

in each occupation. Figure 1 shows a part of the process map on the treatment day in NCCH. 

 

Fig.1: Outline of the process map on the treatment day before BNCT 
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ONO-1: Organization, Operation and Management of a BNCT Treatment Facility and Regulatory 

Aspects 
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The medical staff at the BNCT facility consists of a variety of professionals. They are radiation oncologists, 

specialists in nuclear medicine, medical physicists, radiation technologists, pharmacists, nurses, etc. In clinical 

practice, specialists in departments corresponding to each tumor type are also included. However, the central 

players among the facility staff is the radiation oncologists and radiation science related professionals, otherwise 

there is no steady development of BNCT. The number of staff required depends on the number of patients. 

However, assuming four treatment days per week and three patients per day, 4 radiation oncologists will be 

required for prior treatment planning and simulation. Five medical physicists, 2 specialists in nuclear medicine, 

8 clinical radiation technologists, 5 nurses, and 2 pharmacists are required. The operation of the cyclotron is left 

to the company. Treatment planning requires accurate and deep knowledge on the neutron distribution, the 

concentration of B-10 drug in tissues, and the biological effects produced by the reaction. In particular, since 

recurrent cases are often treated, the time required to consider the tolerable dose, including the dose of preceding 

X-rays, is incomparable to conventional particle beam treatment. At present stage, close joint work between the 

medical staff at the BNCT facility and specialists in the department for each kind of cancer is essential. In 

future, an independent operation of the facility by the specialists of radiation medical science will increase like 

as curent radiotherapy. The decision of the indication of BNCT to an individual case have to be made through 

impartial deliberations on the cancer board. This process is indispensable for BNCT to obtain a definitive 

position in cancer treatments. It is also a place to educate physicians and others who may not have enough 

knowledge about BNCT. In Japan, the clinical utility of cyclotron neutron source / irradiation systems and boron 

drugs has been verified in legally-based clinical trials. Based on the results, the Ministry of Health, Labor and 

Welfare has formally approved BNCT for recurrent /locally advanced inoperable head and neck cancer. Medical 

expenses are covered by government-controlled health insurance. It is expected that malignant glioma will 

follow. Radiation exposure to medical personnel engaged in BNCT is a very important issue. In my system, the 

patient is completely fixed to the irradiation bed in the preparation room next to the irradiation room, and the 

patient on the bed is automatically moved to the irradiation position, so the exposure dose to the medical staff is 

negligible level. Given the future of BNCT, it is necessary to obtain an approval of indication to various type of 

cancers, just like current particle beam therapy. For that, new scientific ideas also are required. 
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Introduction: All our knowledge about Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) in about 60 years since its 

hypothesis is from researches done in Nuclear Research Reactors (NRRs). The cost and scarcity of NRRs limited 

the conduction of large clinical trials. Accelerator-based BNCT (AB-BNCT) are needed to expand the research. 

Canada used to be the world leader in radiation technology when the world’s first cancer treatment with Cobalt-

60 took place in London, Ontario in 1951. It is time for us to rejoin the research in innovative radiation oncology 

by developing the first BNCT Centre in Canada. The purpose of this paper is to conduct a literature review and 

assess the current status of the BNCT technique around the world with emphasis on feasibility of BNCT using 

compact accelerator-based neutron source (CANS). 

Prerequisites for building BNCT centre: Canada recently closed its major neutron source that was accessed by 

a community of about 800 researchers. A replacement prototype CANS has been planned for proposed research 

in materials development, Small-Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) diffractometer, archaeology, and BNCT. The 

present proposal’s precursor project was funded by the New Frontiers in Research Fund Exploration Grant 

(NFRFE-2018-00183). A team of national and international experts has been formed to conduct an extensive 

computational neutronic study exploring low-cost designs for a CANS target-moderator assembly. We have 

established cell lines and animal models to test Boron agents and then radiobiology of BNCT in preclinical trials 

in biochemical lab at University of Windsor (UWin). Radiation oncologist and biomedical scientist within 

Windsor Cancer Research Group (WCRG) have agreed to work together to evaluate in vitro and in vivo tumor 

response to BNCT, neutron dosimetry, and boron concentration measurement before we start phase I and phase II 

clinical trials for suitable cancer patients. 

Facility design and treatment planning system (TPS): There are at least four companies marketing complete 

systems of AB-BNCT, i.e. Neutron Therapeutics (NT), Sumitomo Heavy Industries (SHI), TAE Life Sciences 

(TAE), and Neuboron Medtech Ltd. SHI’s NeuCure is the first one to obtain approval from the Ministry of Health 

in Japan to start routine BNCT for head and neck cancer in March 2020. NT has constructed nuBeam in Finland 

and Japan and is expected to be approved as medical equipment as well. Both are supported by TPS from 

RayStation. At present, 14 AB-BNCT facilities in 8 countries are using cyclotrons, electromagnetic or electrostatic 

LINAC. Half of them are in Japan and most are still under construction. 

Organization, operation and management of BNCT centre: Our prototype CANS will be located at UWin 

campus which is within 10-minute drive to Windsor Regional Hospital (WRH) with a large regional cancer 

program treating over 1600 new cancer patients with radiotherapy per year. The positron emission tomography 

(PET) scanner at WRH will help develop routine Boron concentration measurement protocol, using 18F-BPA PET. 

Staff from both UWin and WRH will organize and manage the new BNCT centre. There is close collaboration 

between WRH and UWin after the formation of WCRG in 2011. 

Funding: A NFRF-Transformation grant up to $24 million in 6 years is being applied to make CANS available 

within the next 2 to 4 years (NFRFT-2020-00021). This grant will cover all neutron applications including BNCT. 

It also covers the cost of preclinical and clinical trials. UWin will provide funding for the building that houses 

CANS up to another $10 million. 

Conclusions: There is great interest to use CANS as the neutron source of BNCT and share it with Canadian 

neutron researchers for other studies. Good support from multiple institutions and universities across Canada has 

been well received. Neutron beam design activity will start as soon as the grant is available and be ready for pre-

clinical use after CANS is developed in 2 to 4 years. It is feasible to build the first BNCT Centre in Canada using 

CANS. Our interdisciplinary research will help move BNCT toward approval as a clinical technique in Canada. 
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Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a biologically targeted binary radiotherapy method developed to 

treat patients with certain malignant tumours. Helsinki University Hospital is going to start BNCT treatments in 

near future using a compact accelerator based neutron source, which can be installed in a hospital environment. 

The safety and efficacy of the L-BPA-F mediated BNCT, have previously been evaluated in the clinical 

protocols of head and neck carcinomas and malignant gliomas using the lowenergy ne utron beam at the Finnish 

research reactor FiR 1 as the neutron source [1]. 

Commissioning of the accelerator-based BNCT facility manufactured by Neutron Therapeutics Inc. started mid 

2018 at Comprehensive Cancer Center of Helsinki University Hospital in Finland. The 2.6 MV electrostatic 

proton accele rator is designed to operate at 30 mA, and the neutrons are produced by a rotating lithium target. 

The nuBeam treatment suite includes a CT image guided robotic patient positioning system, and a monte carlo 

based treatment planning software designed for BNCT. The treatment facility is equipped with a high-purity Ge 

gamma spectrometer for neutron activation analysis, Mg(Ar) and TE(TE) ionization chambers with water and 

PMMA phantoms, and an inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) device for 

blood boron concentration analysis. 

Radiation Safety Authority of Finland, STUK, has approved the facility for neutron beam operation. The first 

neutron beam measurements were performed with Mn and Au activation foils, and preliminary activation data 

in a phantom is consistent with design goals. Treatment room activation was measured and recorded by STUK, 

and continuously after each irradiation by the users. Measurements showed low activation level in the treatment 

room after the irradiation. 

The facility is now at the end of its commissioning phase. When the commissioning of the neutron beam, patient 

positioning robot and the CT scanner is finished and approved by the local authorities, the first clinical trial will 

be initiated on patients with inoperable recurrent head and neck cancer. 

 

Figure 1. nuBeam compact accelerator based neutron source 

[1] Kankaanranta et al. Int J Radiat Oncol Biol Phys. 2012. 
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Some elementary particles used for experiments of fundamental physics have properties useful to the treatments 

of patients affected by oncological pathologies. They are protons and carbon ions, collectively named hadrons 

hence the term hadrontherapy. Hadrons, in particular carbon ions, are more precise on the target than conventional 

X-rays and possess radiobiological characteristics suited to treat radioresistant or inoperable tumours. Italy is at 

the forefront of these techniques and in Pavia a clinical facility called CNAO (Italian acronym that stands for 

National Centre for Oncological Hadrontherapy) has treated so far 3000 patients with very good results. The 

CNAO has been created by the Italian Health Ministry and has been realised by CNAO Foundation in 

collaboration with many institutions in Italy and abroad.  

 

Besides the use of hadrons to treat localised tumours, is presently in discussion the expansion project for a BNCT 

centre. The Boron Neutron Capture Therapy would open the possibility to treat disseminated malignancies and 

pathologies not presently cured, thus representing a complementary application to hadrontherapy. CNAO, in 

addition to its clinical record with hadrons, would profit of the experience matured at the University of Pavia, that 

pioneered the clinical treatments of ex-situ liver patients in collaboration with the nearby San Matteo hospital, of 

the collaboration with INFN and other institutions to introduce BNCT into the clinical practice. The integrated 

centre of experimental radiotherapies at CNAO would be a unique site to perform pre-clinical and clinical research 

in the field of radiation applied to medicine, including protons, carbon ions and BNCT.  

 

The talk will deal with the rationale of hadrontherapy and will give an overview of the status of hadrontherapy 

in the world. The characteristics of the accelerators and systems involved in the clinical applications will be 

introduced and the treatments results illustrated. The project BNCT@CNAO and the Institutions involved will 

be outlined. Attention will be devoted to the most interesting aspects of research and development. 
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BNCT calls for continuous research and development in different areas which, ideally, should be deeply 

interconnected. From the technology provided by sophisticated equipment that deliver mixed radiation fields to 

the intracellular milieu, rather unknown variables play an interrelated role, ultimately leading to the expression of 

different degrees of the desired therapeutic effect. Sometimes and based on empirical approaches, researchers in 

BNCT search for more systematic methodologies to understand and improve the outcomes in BNCT. However, 

the elusive character of the boron compounds, the intricate mammalian physiological mechanisms, the chaotic 

structure of a solid tumor, the complex aspects of dose delivery in mixed radiation fields or the stochastic nature 

of radiation, constitute some of the most important sources of uncertainty. Work in each of these areas can be 

somehow performed separately, but must be analyzed in an INTERDISCIPLINARY context.   

The now mature Argentine BNCT project is a modest example of a strongly interactive research program. Twelve 

subject areas were recognized and formally defined, namely: Accelerators, Clinical Applications, Boron 

Chemistry, Boron Imaging, Boron Nanovehicles, Computational Dosimetry & Treatment Planning, Medical 

Physics, Nuclear Instrumentation,  

Radiobiology of Colon cancer, Thyroid cancer and Melanoma, Radiobiology  of Oral Cancer, Liver and Lung 

Metastases and Rheumatoid Arthritis, and the RA-3 and RA-6 nuclear reactor teams. However, this does not intend 

to be an exhaustive classification since many other specialties, groups and international collaborations are also 

daily involved in the R&D activities.  

Soon afterwards it was realized that these areas mould, by far, more working intersections than their original 

number. Around seventy researchers, technologists, staff and fellows at CNEA, working in three atomic centers 

and in collaboration with several medical and veterinary institutions are daily gathered around specific projects 

devoted to posing questions, developing solutions, exploring new applications, providing better answers and 

establishing new paradigms.   

It also became evident that the knowledge and experience gained during years of work in the science and 

technology of BNCT would be suitable for facing other challenges in particle therapy, i.e., founding the first 

proton therapy center in Argentina and Latin-America, for medical and basic research.  

In this work we will present the status and dynamics of the different projects, and a review of how these diverse 

R&D areas articulate to produce novel approaches, techniques and ideas for BNCT and beyond.  
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An accelerator-based BNCT system developed by Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. (“SHI”) has recently 

received an approval of medical device from the competent Japanese Healthcare Authority.  A 

groundbreaking treatment system named “NeuCure” is the first commercialized system for hospitals in 

BNCT history. The approved indication is unrecectable locally advanced or locally recurrent head and neck 

cancer.  

  The key of the development was the consistent and reasonably tolerable realization of the system design 

throughout the whole treatment process rather than just an accelerator development. In this respect, 

NeuCure includes both a neutron irradiation system and a Monte Carlo Dose Engine (“NeuCure Dose 

Engine”) for treatment planning. SHI chose a combination of a 30MeV cyclotron and a beryllium target to 

obtain the necessary amount of neutron flux for human treatment because of its excellent track record of 

cyclotron developments and chemical/physical stability of beryllium against high energy proton 

bombardment. In addition, a patient positioning system plays an important role in the actual irradiation 

system. Neutrons intrinsically diffuse and low energy neutrons (thermal and epithermal components) in 

particular easily leak and are lost at the treatment position if there is an unacceptable spatial gap between 

the patient and the collimator at the exit of the neutron port; therefore, a facility for NeuCure has a 

preparation room to secure planned positioning and the accurately and appropriately positioned patient is 

automatically transferred to the treatment room. With 1mA proton beam, the treatment duration is less than 

1 hour.  

A treatment planning system dedicated for BNCT was also developed and approved as a medical device 

simultaneously with the accelerator system. The calculation is executed by NeuCure Dose Engine with the 

help of a Monte Carlo calculation code, PHITS (Particle and Heavy Ion Transport code System), developed 

by Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA), and a commercially available software, RayStation, is used as a 

graphical user interface.  

As is always the case with new medical devices, SHI spent a long embryonic time, more than 15 years 

of development and clinical trials in total up until the official approval, and BNCT has set in motion for 

medical treatment covered by the national insurance in Japan. In the poster, the outline of NeuCure system, 

its development history and the current operating facilities are presented.  
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Since the 90’s, many groups had made great efforts to bring BNCT into a real and recognized cancer treatment 

modality and an approved medical device – unfortunately, none has successfully reached the goal with the reactor-based 

neutron source. Nonetheless, the presence of accelerator-based neutron beam has made it possible, and the Japanese group 

already reached the goal first in March 2020. Presently, there are more than a dozen of accelerator-based BNCT (AB-

BNCT) facilities that have been built, under construction, or planned; most of them are in hospital environment. Unlike the 

reactor-based facility, the AB-BNCT is mostly for clinical facility and must not only consider the aspect of radiation 

regulation, but also take into account the clinical needs, which is not commonly considered in the past. This presentation 

will give an overall overview of the design recommendations and considerations of AB-BNCT clinical facility, basing on 

the real practices of the THOR BNCT Center (RB-BNCT), the Pavia BNCT facility (RB-BNCT), the Xiamen Humanity 

Hospital BNCT Center (NeuboronTM AB-BNCT System), and the CNAO BNCT Center (INFN AB-BNCT System). 

For the facility planning, a complete and independent BNCT clinical facility should be able to conduct all the BNCT 

related clinical activities, as well as analysis/measurement tasks on site. Although it is not necessary to be in one building, 

it is highly preferable to be in the same place for the efficiency. It consists of at least the following areas and rooms. A. 

Machine/Equipment Area: The AB-BNCT System area consists at least of the following regions: 1) accelerator room, 2) 

maintenance halls, 3) auxiliary rooms for ventilation, heat exchange, electricity etc., and 4) HEBL room, and 5) accelerator 

control room. These rooms should be arranged close by for the sake of energy efficiency. B. Treatment Area: One should 

consider the number of treatment rooms basing on the footprint limitation, economic aspects, and the number of expected 

patients. It is recommended to equip 2 to 3 treatment rooms having a better irradiation efficiency (larger patient capacity) 

and for a redundant reason. For 3 or more treatment rooms, the marginal utility decreases dramatically. The Xiamen BNCT 

Center equips 2 horizontal beams and 1 vertical beam while the CNAO design includes two horizontal beams. The choice 

between horizontal and vertical beams depends on the need of treatment targets/indications. The dimension of treatment 

room should be no less than 4.5 m wide, 5 m long, and 4 m high, where the maze is not included and should be considered 

separately. Next to each treatment room, there is a Medical Control Area/Room. In addition, an Emergency Treatment area 

should be setup right close to the treatment room exit with clearance. C. Functional Area: The Functional Area consists 

of 1) NAA/Medical Physics Lab, 2) Boron Analysis/Biochemical Lab, 3) Pharmacy/Drug Storage Room, 4) 

Simulation/Patient Positioning Room, 5) Planning/Computer Cluster Room, and 6) Medical Treatment Room. D. Patient 

Administration/Preparation/Recovery Area: Patient administration desk may be shared with other department 

somewhere else; however, preparation room(s) is necessary for medical examination and boron drug infusion before 

irradiation. It is recommended to be setup close by. Because of the radioactivity induced by the neutrons, the patient is hot 

after BNCT, and they should be placed for rest/recovery and be monitored for the radioactivity level as well as for 

cooling/decay, in an independent space under monitoring and access control; similar concept can be found in brachytherapy 

and radiology diagnosis (i.e. PET) department.  

Regarding the medical facility safety and radiation safety, they are the other two key factors that need to be thoroughly 

considered and planned in advance. Further design recommendation, considerations and details, such as pathway design, 

waste management, etc., will be given in the presentation and the ISNCT Working Group Report Series (to be published). 
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Institute for Integrated Radiation and Nuclear Science, Kyoto University (KURNS) has conducted joint 

research and development of a cyclotron-based epithermal neutron source (C-BENS) with Sumitomo Heavy 

Industries, Ltd. since 2007. After designing C-BENS, at the end of 2008, C-BENS was installed in Innovation 

Research Laboratory of KURNS. C-BENS consists of a cyclotron that can extract a 30 MeV, 1 mA proton beam, 

a beam transport system, a moderator that generates an epithermal neutron beam, and an irradiation bed. 

We focused on the high neutron generation efficiency obtained by injecting a 30 MeV, 1 mA proton beam into 

beryllium. In addition, the proton energy is as high as 30 MeV and the range in beryllium target is long, so that 

the protons penetrating the target are incident on the cooling water. It is possible to overcome blistering due to 

proton stopping in the target. 

When 30 MeV, 1 mA protons are incident on the beryllium target, fast neutrons with several tens MeV are 

generated. In the C-BENS, the moderator materials such as lead, iron, aluminum, and calcium fluoride were used 

in order to produce epithermal neutron beam. Lead and iron can slow down fast neutrons. In addition, aluminum 

and calcium fluoride can moderate neutrons to near 10 keV. A collimator was installed at the exit of the moderator 

to match the size of the affected area. 

It is necessary to conduct clinical trials on patients to obtain approval for manufacturing and sales of BNCT 

system as medical device. Before conducting clinical trials, the engineering stability of the system and the 

biological safety and efficacy of the treatment beam are required as non-clinical tests. In order to confirm the 

above, a test for evaluating the characteristics of the device and a non-clinical test using mice and cells were 

performed. We investigated what kind of neutrons are extracted from the collimator exit and the dose distribution 

when the treatment beam was incident on the water phantom assuming a human body. 

After characterizing the device, a joint non-clinical trial of a boron drug with STELLA PHARMA 

CORPORATION was performed. As a clinical trial of Sumitomo Heavy Industries, Ltd. and STELLA PHARMA 

CORPORATION, the world's first accelerator-based BNCT phase I clinical trial for recurrent malignant glioma 

was started in 2012. Phase I clinical trial for head and neck cancer was started in 2014. Phase I and II clinical 

trials for recurrent malignant glioma were conducted in collaboration with Osaka Medical College, and phase I 

clinical trials for head and neck cancer were conducted in collaboration with Kawasaki Medical School. In 2016, 

we started a phase II clinical trial for recurrent malignant glioma jointly with the Southern Tohoku BNCT Research 

Center and the National Cancer Center Japan. From the same year, a phase II clinical trial for head and neck cancer 

was started at the Southern Tohoku BNCT Research Center. Based on this result, Sumitomo Heavy Industries, 

Ltd. obtained medical device approval for manufacturing and sales of accelerator based BNCT system on March 

11, 2020 for the treatment of locally unresectable recurrent or unresectable advanced head and neck cancer. 

STELLA PHARMA CORPORATION received approval on March 25, 2020, to manufacture and sell 

Steboronin®.  

In the future, KURNS is planning to develop a cell / small animal irradiation port using C-BENS for the purpose 

of basic research. 
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An accelerator based epithermal neutron source was proposed and created at the BINP for the 

development of boron neutron capture therapy [1]. This source is a state-of-the-art device 

comprised of the Vacuum Insulation Tandem Accelerator (VITA) - a new type of charged particle 

accelerator, an advanced solid lithium target, and a neutron Beam Shaping Assembly. Over the 

past couple of years, significant progress has been made in its development and the scope of its 

applications has been expanded, namely: i) the proton beam current increased to 9 мА; ii) the 

high-voltage breakdowns on the surface of the feedthrough insulator are completely excluded 

[2]; iii) blistering studied [3, 4] and a target with superior resistance to blistering is made; iv) a 

small-sized neutron detector that measures the boron dose has been developed [5]; v) a 
7Li(p,p')7Li reaction cross-section and 478 keV photon yield from a thick lithium target are 

measured at proton energies from 0.7 to 1.85 MeV [6]; vi) boron imaging using neutrons 

exclusively in the epithermal energy range is proposed and realized partially [7]; vii) a new 

technique is proposed for in situ measuring of lithium thickness [8]; viii) development of the BNCT 

technique in cell cultures and laboratory animals continues [9]; ix) concentration of hazardous 

impurities was measured in the samples of boron carbide for ITER [10]; x) a powerful flux of fast 

neutrons was generated for the possible radiation testing of the fibers for CERN [11], xi) the BINP 

source became a prototype of the source manufactured by TAE Life Sciences (USA) for the clinic 

in Xiamen (China) - one of the first five BNCT clinics. The report gives the construction of the 

source, presents the results of the research and declares the plans. 

[1] S. Taskaev. Physics of Particles and Nuclei 50 (2019) 569–575. 
[2] Ia. Kolesnikov et al. Instruments and Experimental Techniques 6 (2020). 
[3] A. Badrutdinov et al. Metals 7 (2017) 558. 
[4] T. Bykov et al. NIM B (2020) (in press). 
[5] T. Bykov et al. JINST 14 (2019) P 12002. 
[6] T. Bykov et al. ARI (2020) (in press). 
[7] A. Koshkarev et al. ARI (2020) (in press). 
[8] D. Kasatov et al. JINST (2020) (in press). 
[9] E. Zavjalov et al. Intern. J. Radiat. Biology (2020). 
[10] A. Shoshin et al. IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science 48 (2020) 1474-1478. 
[11] D. Kasatov et al. Instruments and Experimental Techniques 5 (2020). 
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An accelerator-driven neutron source by combining a Li target and a DC accelerator has been constructed for 

developing a patient-friendly BNCT system at Nagoya University. A DC accelerator adopted is a Proton-

Dynamitron (IBA). The proton energy can be selected from 1.9 to 2.8 MeV and the maximum beam current is 15 

mA. It is well known Li is a suitable and efficient target material to generate low energy neutrons through the 
7Li(p,n)7Be reaction and it can reduce activation of the BNCT equipment and then radiation exposure to a patient 

and medical staff. However, in handling Li target, there are several difficulties due to the following properties; 

high chemical activities, activative 7Be production and low melting point. For resolving those issues, we have 

developed a sealed Li target, in which a thin Li disk on the target base is covered by a Ti foil and irradiated by 

proton beam through the foil. By the Ti foil, scatter of Li and 7Be due to the beam irradiation can be prevented 

and this will keep vacuum surface of beamline and accelerator clean. To remove the high heat flux of the proton 

beam from the target (>6MW/m2), a highly efficient cooling technique has been developed by inducing a turbulent 

flow in the water channel with a rib structure [ref] and was proved to be able to remove a heat flux of more than 

15MW/m2. By a long time beam irradiation test of the sealed Li target (50 hours at 5.6 MW/m2), we confirmed 

the soundness of the Ti foil and of the Li metal kept in the target.  

In parallel, we developed a beam transport model so that a high current beam can be transported onto the target 

through the three sets of beam collimators in the beamline. Furthermore, the proton beam is scanned by a set of 

scanning magnets to expand the beam irradiation area (up to 80 x 80 mm2) on the Li target inn order to obtain 

more flat beam distribution.  

A beam shaping assembly (BSA) is needed to reduce the energy of fast neutrons down to the epi-thermal energy 

region for BNCT. We designed and manufactured a compact and unique BSA system with a nozzle from the view 

point of the patient-friendly treatment. Our BSA can satisfy the IAEA’s recommended neutron qualities and will 

be able to mount on a gantry.  

A neutron flux of 1 x 108 n/s/cm2 was achieved in a preliminary experiment performed with a proton beam of 1 

mA. Now, we are increasing the proton current to start the “In vivo” test. 

*1 Corresponding author (murata@see.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp (Isao Murata)) 
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Boron determination and imaging 
S. Altieri 

Department of Physics University of Pavia and INFN, Pavia, Italy 

The effectiveness of BNCT treatment depends on the amount of radiation dose due to 10B(n,α)7Li reactions in 
tumor and healthy tissues; however, the local and real time distribution of this quantity during the neutron 
irradiation is a big challenge, not solved yet by BNCT community. Until now many techniques have been 
developed for off-line boron concentration measurement and/or imaging. Different methods can be grouped in 
two main categories: in vivo and in vitro, depending if they are applied directly on the patient or on a small sample. 
The first method is based on the 18F-BPA PET technique or on  the SPECT of 478 keV gamma emitted in the 
10B(n,α)7Li reaction;  in the second one Boron concentration is measured in a blood sample by ICP (AES – OES) 
(already used in patient treatment), or in other kind of a tissue samples, with  Neutron Auto-Radiography, Prompt 
Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA), Charged particles spectrometry, Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometry (SIMS), Laser-SNMS, EELS etc. It is fundamental to underline that for dosimetry it is necessary to 
know the concentration of boron, so it is also necessary to measure the mass of the tissue at the same time. In the 
presentation will be made the state of the art of the various techniques used in BNCT. 
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1. Company overview 

-Stella Pharma is a marketing and manufacturing company of BNCT drug established in Japan in 2007. 

2. Characteristics of BNCT drug “Steboronine ®” 

(1) Highly enriched 10B API (Boronophenylalanine, INN Borofalan(10B)) 

(2) Ready to use soft bag formulation  

(3) Stored for 3 years 

(4) GMP grade drug 

3. The world’s first approved drug for BNCT 

-Steboronine ® received marketing and manufacturing approval in Japan for head and neck cancer as the world's 

first drug for BNCT using Accelerator manufactured by Sumitomo Heavy Industries on March 25, 2020. 

-It was covered by National Health Insurance in Japan on May 20, 2020. 

4. Clinical trial result in head and neck cancer  

-In the phase II trial, 21 patients with head and neck cancer were enrolled, and the objective response rate was 

71.4%. The result of this trial demonstrated acceptable safety profile and a promising antitumor activity. 

5. Ongoing clinical trials using Steboronine ® in Japan 

-Recurrent malignant glioma is now on phase II study, and its primary end point (1-year survival rate) was 79.2% 

for recurrent glioblastoma.  

-In addition, clinical trials for melanoma, angiosarcoma, and malignant meningiomas are in progress. 

6. Future collaboration 

-We would like to collaborate with overseas medical institutions to introduce BNCT using our drugs. 
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The quantification of boron concentration is essential in the planning of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy to reach the 

required 2 mM 10B concentration in the tumour. The well-known BNCT patient treatment method using 

boronophenylalanine (BPA) as boron-carrying agent utilizes [18F]fluoroBPA ( [18F]FBPA) as an agent to qualify for 

treatment. Precisely, [18F]FBPA must have at least 3:1 tumour to background tissue ratio to qualify the patient for BNCT 

treatment.  

To quantify boron concentration in the tumour, we have recalculated our old preclinical data of [18F]NaBF4 PET study in 

thyroid and pituitary cancer and hyperplasia model in the rat (http://doi.org/10.1093/jjco/hyx189). Thyroid and pituitary 

glands actively transport iodine into its cells using sodium-iodine symporter (NIS). Incorporated iodine is used to produce 

iodine-containing hormones in the thyroid.  

The production of [18F]NaBF4 PET tracer is based on isotope exchange in precursor [natF]NaBF4 which exchanges [natF] with 

[18F] from proton-irradiated [18O]H2O. In this case, the processing was heating at 120 deg. C for 10 min. Knowing the initial 

concentration of NaBF4 and activity of [18F]NaBF4 at the end of synthesis we can calculate the concentration of boron in 

the tumour from a PET study.  

In preclinical case of rat thyroid hyperplasia 41 MBq, 41 pmol of [18F]NaBF4 PET tracer was injected into the tail vein. After 

17 min the peak activity in the thyroid reached 2.3 MBq/mL (9 SUV). Knowing that the injected dose contained 0.351 

mM,  53 nmol of NaBF4, we could calculate that the natB concentration in the thyroid with hyperplasia reached 0.38 mM. 

Consequently, this incorporation would require additional 504 mg/kg dose of [10B]NaBF4to reach the necessary 2 mM 10B 

concentration in the tumour. The transport through NIS is limited by IC50 (half-maximal inhibitory concentration) of 1.6 

µM of this symporter. This limiting factor of boron incorporation needs to be further studied to find the additional boron 

dose. 10 mM concentration of BF4
- is not toxic to the cells. The activity [18F]NaBF4 dropped to 70% in the thyroid after 90 

min, which allows for BNCT treatment.  

As a proposal, an immediate application of this method is in BNCT treatment of thyroid cancer. Contrary to 131I used now, 

there is no post-treatment radioactive decay, the patient can be immediately discharged from hospital and there is no 6-

month moratorium for pregnancy. 

As a remote application, this method can be used for BNCT treatment compounds of the type R-BFn where 1 <= n <= 3. 

They can be labelled with 18F relatively easy as in our example. A patient may undergo injection of a mixture of non-

radioactive R-BFn to reach the required 2 mM 10B concentration for BNCT treatment in the tumour together with  [18F]R-

BFn for the last-minute update of the tumour state with PET to verify the extent.  

http://doi.org/10.1093/jjco/hyx189
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In BNCT as in every radiation treatment, doses to Organs at Risk have to be maintained as low as possible in 

order to avoid undesirable complications. In Argentina patients with cutaneous skin melanomas in extremities 

have been treated since 2003. The prescribed dose was delivered in one fraction, so the knowledge of the dose 

received by normal tissue and organs at risk is crucial. Since the first treatments carried out with an hyperthermal 

neutron beam in Argentina at the RA 6 reactor, and after 2015 with an optimized beam especially tuned for treating 

shallow tumors, measurements have been done in order to evaluate dose contributions from the main radiation 

components to different organs outside the target volume. In this type of treatment, patient might be exposed not 

only to primary beam but to secondary photons as well, in different body organs. 

TLD 700 have been used as detectors for in vivo dosimetry. These detectors tally neutrons in the overall reading 

when irradiating in mixed beams as they have traces of 6Li which incurs with high probability in the reaction 
6Li(n,)3H. Gamma dose values in health tissues have been always very far from tolerance values for each one of 

the measured organs. Radiochromic films have been analyzed as another method for in vivo dosimetry. 

Measurements with radiochromic films EBT2 and TLD 700 yielded good results taking into account the tolerances 

used in radiation protection. The use of the Glow Curve analysis method has been used by E. Boggio et al [1] to 

estimate both photon and slow neutron dose with TLD 700, proved to be a useful dosimetric tool. Authors have 

carried out measurements in a whole body phantom (BOMAb) undergoing a BNCT treatment for extremities, 

using 2 TLD and 1 activation detector for comparing neutron dose with both methods, getting good results. TLD 

700 till now, looks as an appropriate method for in vivo dosimetry, without ruling out the use of radiochromic 

films as alternative detectors 

 [1] E. Boggio, P. Andrés, J. Longhino "Neutron-Photon mixed dosimetry by TLD 700 glow curve analysis and 

its implementation in dose monitoring for BNCT treatments", World Congress on MP&BME, Toronto, 2015 
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 BNCT dose is due to a mixed field, whose components have different biological effectiveness. The conversion 

of absorbed dose into photon-equivalent dose has been traditionally obtained by fixed RBE/CBE factors, derived 

from in-vitro or in-vivo studies. Recently, other models have been proposed, such as photonisoeffective dose, 

based on the evaluation of the whole dose-effect radiobiological curves instead of fixing an endpoint.   Whatever 

model is used to express BNCT dose in photon-equivalent units, the capacity to design proper treatment planning 

and dosimetry relies on solid radiobiological data. For example, the survival of tumour cells as a function of dose 

when irradiated with neutrons only, with neutrons in presence of boron and with a reference photon beam are a 

typical tool to explore BNCT effectiveness in comparison with photon therapy.  

In Pavia, a long experience exists on the in-vitro BNCT studies, and we have explored the importance of dose 

calculations to construct the curves. Detailed Monte Carlo calculations assessing the most suitable transport 

strategies, together with dedicated boron measurements for each irradiation experiment lead to accurate dose 

calculation.  

This work shows the effect of non-correct assumptions in dose calculations and of poor boron concentration 

knowledge in the determination of RBE/CBE factors and in drawing conclusions about BNCT effectiveness 

compared to conventional treatment with photons.  
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Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a radiotherapeutic modality based on the nuclear capture of slow 

neutrons on stable 10B atoms followed by charged particle emission inducing extensive damage on a very 

localized level (<10 m). To be efficient, a sufficient amount of 10B should accumulate in the tumor area, while 

it should be almost cleared from the normal surroundings. There is a major need in developing 10B-enriched 

compounds that selectively target tumors. Accordingly, the in situ visualization and quantification of B element 

in biological tissues is of major interest for studying the biodistribution, kinetics, tumor diffusion of select 10B-

rich molecules.  

 

Elemental imaging of biological samples usually requires specific and highly complex equipment based on 

synchrotron radiation microanalysis (SXRF) or laser-ablation inductively coupled mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-

MS). Alternatively, we developed an all-optical method for multi-elemental imaging of biological tissue, which 

has no counterpart due to its simple implementation, moderate cost and ease in use. 

This instrument is based on Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS). It allows the in situ mapping and 

quantification of chemical elements within biological tissues in a label-free manner and with ppm-scale 

sensitivity and a pixel size of 10x10 µm². This technology is fully compatible with standard optical microscope 

systems [1]. The proof-of-concept was obtained by studying the bio-distribution of nanoparticles in tumors or 

organs (kidneys/liver) after i.v. administration in mice [2]. These experiments helped to describe and understand 

the kinetics of several metal-based (B, Gd, Au, Ag, Pt, TiO2) nanoparticles in vivo. We recently upgraded our 

instrument to work faster and to image the elements contained in paraffin-embedded samples, which are the 

most frequent form of archived clinical specimens (surgical resections or biopsies). We imaged the presence of 

endogenous elements from human specimens of medical interest [3], such as skin or lung tissues with various 

diseases, including cancer. We also identified and quantified various exogenous agents, including carcinogens 

(e.g. Beryllium, Chromium, Cobalt...) in human tissues.  

 

In the context of BNCT, we used LIBS to image B element in biological tissues and we demonstrated the tumor 

accumulation of 10B-rich compounds ex vivo. The LIBS technology is highly versatile because almost any 

element, including Boron, can be imaged with high sensitivity in tissues.  

References 

[1] B. Busser, et al., Coordination Chemistry Reviews 358, 70-79 (2018).  

[2]  Sancey, L. et al. Scientific Reports. 2014, 4: 6065.  

[3]  Busser, B. et al. Modern Pathology. 2018, 31: 378-384 
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 Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) has the potential to eradicate single tumor cells without damaging surrounding healthy 

cells. Successful tumor treatment can be achieved by combining a selective uptake of 10B in tumor cells and irradiation with 

epithermal neutrons.  

  

 The basic principle of BNCT was first suggested in 1936 by physicist G.L. Locher only a few years after the neutron was 

discovered by James Chadwick in 1932. However, since then, appropriate epithermal neutron sources delivering neutrons with 

energies slightly above the thermal level remained scarce and resulted in a major limitation of the method. While some of 

them were available for BNCT, they were usually located at some distance from the treating hospital and only available for 

patient treatments during limited periods. These limiting conditions prevented the treatment of large patient cohorts required 

to provide statistically relevant data.  

  

 Despite multiple efforts over decades, up to now, BNCT could, therefore, not be established as a routine clinical treatment due 

to the limited access to neutron sources designed for BNCT in hospitals. This fundamental limitation could be recently overcome 

as numerous breakthroughs in accelerator technologies were performed. Nowadays, the BNCT community may benefit of 

commercially available accelerator-based neutron sources, installed in hospitals and cheaper than proton therapy systems. 

Now the time has come to rapidly develop this innovative and promising cancer treatment modality within large scale 

international efforts specifically focused to overcome the fundamental limitations of conventional RT. Relying on those new 

accelerators technologies, a renewed and now growing interest has emerged from the medical community. A substantial body 

of clinical experience has been gathered but highest quality evidence of efficacy of BNCT is still missing.   

  

 The RENOVATE research initiative is ambitious as it is specifically focused on "renovating" the BNCT concepts world-wide and 

implementing a new mindset on advancing the clinical use of BNCT. This goal will be reached by creating a strong global 

dynamics and momentum around BNCT: it is expected to connect extensive clinical expertise in Japan with strong basic 

research activities around the world. To implement an effective BNCT treatment two major components should merge in a 

single approach: namely a drug able to carry 10B selectively into tumor cells and a suitable neutron beam. As a result, a major 

goal of RENOVATE is to establish and promote preclinical research for the development and testing of improved boron 

compounds in Europe. It will also put new approaches in neutron dosimetry at the forefront of this visionary medical technique. 

Special efforts will be made to develop standards with respect to further clinical developments focusing on reporting, clinical 

trial strategies and radiation protection.  

  

 Achieving success requires the participation of a number of experts from different fields from basic sciences, to clinical research 

and engineering. RENOVATE is thus a very interdisciplinary consortium bringing together experienced international teams able 

to perform translational research in all required domains, taking developments from the laboratory to technical realization at 

the hospital bed in a coordinated and systematic manner.  

  

 To include substantial skills and know-how in such an interdisciplinary initiative, the RENOVATE consortium has been designed 

as fully global and includes 43 partners, each continent has representatives. Critical mass should be reached and expertises 

around the world are required. As a first step in generating the RENOVATE dynamics, a RENOVATE application for support has 

been submitted for EU funding (Marie-Slodowska-Curie Action) in May 2020. It is mainly focused on "secondments" funding 

aimed at creating new/renewed connections between all partners. This will enable weaving of a resilient global network able 

in further development steps to apply for actual research oriented projects. Coordinating such a consortium is challenging and 

for remaining in line with the RENOVATE objectives, a range of specific actions will be made to strengthen the management 

tasks. Among them, a Steering Committee (SC) will be appointed. It will consist of all WP leaders selected among the 

Consortium participants in view of their previous experience of management and coordination of European and/or large 

National projects, but also to involve closely the non-EU partners. The Committee will constantly support the Coordinator in 

the network management and  will continuously monitor the smooth progress of secondments, both from logistic and scientific 

viewpoints.  
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Poorly differentiated (PDTC) and anaplastic thyroid carcinomas (ATC) are relatively rare tumors that also arise 

from follicular cells and are associated with aggressive disease. Both are refractory to radioiodine, and traditional 

chemotherapy or radiotherapy having a limited benefit. Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is an option for 

selective binary treatment of local tumors.  Previously we have performed in vitro and in vivo studies in order to 

apply BNCT to PDTC and ATC.  Two boron compounds, boronophenylalanine (BPA) and tetrakis-carborane 

carboxylate ester of 2,4-bis-(a, b-dihydroxyethyl)-deuteroporphyrin IX (BOPP) were evaluated alone and 

combined, showing a complete regression for smaller tumors and a growth inhibition for larger tumors for a period 

of a month. More recently we began to analyze the DNA damage response (DDR) induced by BNCT in thyroid 

tumor cells. It is known the radiation field produced in the tumor during the application of BNCT is a mixture of 

high and low LET components which activates the DDR including double strand break (DSB) repair and cell 

death by mitotic catastrophe or apoptosis. The description of these mechanisms would allow manipulating the 

response of the thyroid cell, increasing the radiosensitivity of the tumor cells to the therapy. In our first studies we 

showed that BNCT produces larger and more complex chromosome aberrations (micronuclei) than conventional 

radiotherapy. Also, we analyzed γH2AX foci frequencies and their size on the one hand, and the expression of 

main effector enzymes of non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) or by homologous recombination repair (HRR) 

mechanisms in thyroid follicular carcinoma cells (WRO). We performed the same measurements using gamma 

radiation and the melanoma human cell line (Mel J) in order to compare the results with a standard radiotherapy 

and another type of carcinoma. Cells were irradiated at the thermal column of the RA-3 reactor (Ezeiza Atomic 

Center), with a thermal flux near to (1.0 ± 0.1) 1010 n cm-2 s-1. These findings were consistent with an activation 

of HRR mechanism in thyroid cells by BNCT. Melanoma cells showed different DNA damage pattern and the 

activation of both repair pathways (HRR and NHEJ). The results obtained by our team allowed us to demonstrate 

that DDR is tumor specific and highlighted different blocking points that could enhance the damage caused by 

BNCT. In this way, two molecules described as repair inhibitors, were analyzed as possible radiosensitizers. The 

first one, a specific inhibitor of the enzyme Rad51: (E) -3-benzyl-22- (pyridin-3-yl) vinyl) quinazolin-4 (3H) -one 

(B02), and the other, a non-specific inhibitor of repair enzymes such as sodium butyrate (NaB), a histone 

deacetylase inhibitor (HDACI).  The last mechanism studied as a part of the DDR produced by BNCT in tumor 

cells, was the pathway TGFbeta/Smad and crosstalk between members of the different vias that are part of the 

DDR. Preliminary studies showed that this via is active increasing the genetic instability which would result in a 

greater number of chromosomal aberrations and cell death. In conclusion we believe that the description of the 

cellular mechanisms activated by BNCT will allow us to study strategies for manipulating the cellular response 

with possible translation to the clinic.  
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Introduction: Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is a binary targeted radiotherapy technology that has 

unique advantages in treating of head and lung tumors with high biological effectiveness and dosimetric 

advantages. More and more attention has been paid to the secondary cancer risk induced by radiotherapy. For 

cancer survivors, the secondary cancer risk caused by radiation threatens the quality of life for patients. With the 

development of neutron source and boron drug, BNCT will be used in clinical treatment for more cancer patients. 

However, there are few studies on secondary cancer risk in healthy organs for patients after BNCT. The purpose 

of this paper is to explore the secondary cancer risk in organs of tumor patients treated with BNCT, using a 

radiation computational phantom with Chinese physiological characteristics and Monte Carlo software.  

Material and Methods: The 10-year-old, 15-year-old and adult male/female radiation computational phantom 

with Chinese physiological characteristics were established and utilized for dosimetry analysis. BEIR model was 

used for secondary cancer risk analysis. Head tumor and lung tumor patients was studied. 

Results: The effects of tumor volume and depth, patient age and gender, neutron spectrum on the secondary cancer 

risk of brain tumor patients were studied. The results showed that the larger or deeper the tumor is, the greater the 

secondary cancer risks will be. The secondary cancer risks for healthy organs in male patients were mostly lower 

than that in female patients, and the total secondary cancer risk decreased with age. The time of different neutron 

spectrum to achieve the same treatment effect is different, the secondary cancer risk will also be different. Then, 

the effects of tumor location, tumor volume and neutron energy spectrum on the organs secondary cancer risk of 

lung tumor patients were studied. The results showed that tumor location had great influence on the secondary 

cancer risk in the healthy organs near the lung. Various tumor volume and neutron spectrum need different 

irradiation time to achieve the same treatment effect, the risk of secondary cancer of organs is also different.  

Conclusion: In this work, the secondary cancer risks in healthy organs were evaluated when BNCT was used to 

treat head tumor patients and lung tumor patients, which provided a reference for the clinical application of BNCT. 

Study of 4-borono-2-[18F]-fluoro-phenylalanine PET to estimate 10B concentration in tumors and normal organs 

in Boron Neutron Capture Therapy 
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 BNCT is a promising option for the treatment of metastasis disseminated, for example, in the thoracic cavity that 

cannot be treated by methods requiring a precise localization, such as surgery or conventional radiotherapy. 

Therefore, the measurement of local boron concentration is crucial to determine the optimal neutron irradiation 

time, to calculate the delivered radiation dose and to evaluate the toxicity of the treatment by determining 

differences in boron concentration between tumour and healthy tissues.  

Thanks to its superb spatial resolution, low toxicity and non invasivity, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

appears to be the most appropriate technique to tackle this task. Moreover, the signal intensity enhancement 

generated by MRI contrast agents is quantitatively proportional to their concentration and it can be exploited to 

obtain a precise measurement of their concentration. Thus different dual BNCT/MRI agents have been proposed 

in the literature containing in the same molecule (AT101) or in the same nanoparticle (liposomes, PLGA, LDL 

particles) both MRI Gd based contrast agents and boron carriers.  The obtained results are a typical example in 

which a highly selective therapy takes advantages from imaging to improve its efficacy. Imaging-guided BNCT 

is, therefore, an important modality because one can access key information as to whether the concentration 

threshold of 10B atoms at the diseased cells has been reached from the signal enhancement generated by the Gd 

complex. The use of nanoparticles with a high payload of NCT and MRI imaging agents appears to be the route 

to achieving considerable improvement in the NCT technique, thus shortening the irradiation times and allowing 

non invasive measurements of B atoms in vivo. Finally, the further advantage is the possibility to exploit the 

possible synergistic action of the two 10B and 157Gd NC agents. 
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In the last decade, novel research in BNCT has emerged offering not only more accurate models of photon iso-

effective dose calculation, but also suitable probability models that describe the dose-effect relationship observed 

in the treatment of humans for both tumor and normal tissue. 

The availability of these radiobiological figures of merit (rFOM) has triggered a multiplicity of studies that seek 

to improve the delivery and the clinical outcome of this therapy. Among the applications of the rFOMs that are 

relevant for both prospective and retrospective analysis, the assessment and comparison of the therapeutic 

potential and versatility of beams presenting different neutron energy spectra became recently pivotal. In addition, 

a biologically equivalent dose that explains the effects observed in the clinic of BNCT in terms of outcome with 

photon radiation, together with useful tumor control and normal tissue complication probability models to guide 

treatment decisions, open new horizons in the field of dose reporting, prescription and treatment planning. 

The Computational Dosimetry and Treatment Planning group of the National Atomic Energy Commission of 

Argentina has a long tradition in contributing to this subject. The local clinical protocol for the treatment of 

cutaneous melanomas and the invaluable in-vivo and in-vitro data provided by groups from the CNEA 

Radiobiology Department have strongly favored the developments carried out by our group. Additionally, our 

long-standing collaborations with basic and clinical research groups from Italy, Finland, Japan and China report 

on the importance of this topic and the relevance of the mentioned contributions to BNCT optimization. 

This expository lecture presents the state of the art and applications of the radiobiological figures of merit in 

BNCT. 
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In boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) for intractable cancer, the accurate estimation of 10B tissue 

concentrations is important to predict effectiveness and to avoid adverse effects. The 10B concentration in tumors 

and normal organs after loading with 10B, however, has not been established in humans. [10B]borono-

phenylalanine (BPA) is one of the 10B carrier to tumors in BNCT. 4-borono- 2-[18F]-fluoro-phenylalanine (FBPA) 

is a PET agent to trace pharmacokinetics of BPA (Hanaoka K, et al., 2014). FBPA and BPA are transported into 

cells by L-type amino acid transporter 1 (LAT1) which is predominantly expressed on cancer cell membrane 

(Watabe T, et al., 2018). In this study, we performed FBPA PET in healthy volunteers and patients with brain 

tumors and estimated 10B concentrations of normal organs and tumors. 

In 6 healthy volunteers and patients with glioblastoma, whole-body FBPA PET were repeated 7 times during 

1 h, and the mean FBPA distributions of 13 organs were measured. Based on the FBPA PET data, we estimated 

the changes in the 10B concentrations of the organs when the injection of a therapeutic dose of 10BPA–fructose 

complex (10BPA–fr; 30 g, 500 mg/kg body weight) was assumed. 

When the injection of a therapeutic dose of 10BPA–fr was assumed, the estimated mean 10B concentration in 

the kidney increased to 126.1 ± 24.2 ppm at 3 min after injection and then rapidly decreased to 30.9 ± 7.4 ppm at 

53 min. The estimated mean 10B concentration in the bladder gradually increased and reached 383.6 ± 214.7 ppm 

at 51 min. The mean 10B concentration in the brain was estimated to be 7.6 ± 1.5 ppm at 57 min, and more than 

30 ppm in glioblastoma.  

FBPA PET has a potential to estimate 10B concentration of tumors and normal organs before neutron 

irradiation of BNCT when several assumptions are validated in the future studies (Shimosegawa E, et al., 2016; 

Watabe T, et al., 2017; Romanov V, et al., 2020). 

Synthesis of 4-borono-2-[18F]fluoro-L-phenylalanine (FBPA) by employing [18O]O2-use [18F]F2 production 

system and [18F]CH3COOF as a labeling agent 
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High and selective accumulation of boron-based drugs in tumour cells is an important requirement for a reagent 
to be applicable in boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT). Up to now, only L-para-boronophenyl-alanine (BPA), 
its fructose complex and sodium mercapto-closo-dodecaboronate (BSH) made it into clinical trials. In the past 
few years, promising approaches in the area of tumour targeting have been established, in which the combination 
of a tumour-specific ligand with a boron-based molecule is envisioned for selective accumulation of the 
pharmaceutical in tumour cells and their destruction by BNCT without harming the healthy tissue. Carboranes are 
highly hydrophobic and extremely stable icosahedral carbon-containing boron clusters. The cage framework of 
these clusters can easily be modified with a variety of substituents both at the carbon and at the boron atoms. 
Synthetic strategies and biochemical studies will be presented; one example is given below. 
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Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is expected as a new modality for the minimally invasive cancer treatment. 
BNCT is a binary therapy based on Boron-10 containing in tumor cells and thermal neutron irradiation. As the 
BNCT aptitude test, the BNCT evaluation system using neutron exposure accelerator system for biological effect 
experiments (NASBEE), was established. The in vitro BNCT evaluation system consists of the cytotoxicity test 
by MTT assay, measurement of boron concentration by Inductivity coupled plasma, and neutron dose escalation 
test by clonogenic assay using human cancer cell lines and/or normal cell lines. The in vivo BNCT evaluation 
system consists of Boron dose escalation studies by survival rate and Neutron dose escalation studies by tumor 
response in human tumor cell bearing mice. This is the important to determine the effective preclinical dose for 
new cancer target. Furthermore, it is possible to judge the suitability of BNCT to prepare the boron distribution 
of human tissue samples by CR-39 track detectors (Figure). 

The key factor of BNCT is the high concentration of Boron-10 and lethal neutron irradiation dose in tumor cells. 
This system is also useful to evaluate the next generation boron drugs and/or neutron sources for BNCT. 
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Abstract: Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a radiotherapeutic modality based on the nuclear capture 

of slow neutrons on stable 10B atoms followed by charged particle emission inducing extensive damage on a 

very localized level (<10 m). To be efficient, a sufficient amount of 10B should accumulate in the tumor area, 

while it should be almost cleared from the normal surroundings. A water-soluble aza-BODIPY fluorophore was 

reported to strongly accumulate in the tumor area with high and BNCT compatible Tumor/Healthy Tissue ratios. 

We coupled the clinically used 10B-BSH to the water-soluble aza-BODIPY platform for enhanced 10B-BSH 

tumor vectorization. We demonstrated a strong uptake of the compound in tumor cells, and we determined its 

biodistribution in mice-bearing tumors. We developed a model of chorioallantoic membrane-bearing 

glioblastoma xenograft to evidence the BNCT potential of such compound, by subjecting it to slow neutrons. 

We demonstrated the tumor accumulation of the compound in real-time using optical imaging, and ex vivo using 

elemental imaging based on laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy. We reduced significantly tumor growth as 

compared to BNCT with 10B-BSH. Altogether, the fluorescent aza-BODIPY/10B-BSH compound is able to 

vectorize and image the 10B-BSH in the tumor area, increasing its theranostic potential for efficient approach of 

BNCT.  
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Boron Neutron Capture therapy (BNCT) is a form of tumor-selective particle radiation therapy consisting of two 

components. First, a boron-10 (10B)-containing compound is administered to the patient to obtain a sufficient and 

high tumor 10B concentration relative to surrounding normal tissue. Second, the tumor is irradiated with epithermal 

neutrons which become thermalized at depth in tissues. The resulting short range (5-9 μm) of the α and 7Li 

particles, released from the 10B(n,α)7Li neutron capture reaction are high linear energy transfer (LET) radiation 

with 1.47 MeV and 0.84 MeV respectively and play the most critical role in the biological effects in BNCT. 

Clinically, two boron compounds, L-p-boronophenylalanine (BPA), an analog of an essential amino acid, 

phenylalanine, and sodium borocaptate (BSH) have been used. Their mechanisms of accumulation in tumor are 

different. BSH accumulate passive and diffuse way in disrupted blood brain barrier in the tumor, while BPA 

accumulate in tumor by active uptake of amino acid. 

High LET radiation is known to produce complex DNA double strand breaks (DSBs) which remain unrepaired 

relative to low LET radiation. We indicated DSBs produced by α and 7Li particles, released from the 10B(n,α)7Li 

neutron capture reaction also remain unrepaired in brain tumor with orthotopic model, while gamma-ray induced 

DSBs disappeared in 24 hrs. Therefore, the remaining DSBs would devote to the biological effects of BNCT. In 

terms of DNA repair pathway, DSBs induced by BNCT are partially repaired by DNA ligase IV, a key player of 

non-homologous end joining DSB repair pathway. 

Even after tumor-selective BNCT, recurrence was inevitable not only in glioblastoma, the most miserable tumor 

but also head and neck cancers. Reasons for recurrence after BNCT have not been fully elucidated, but they may 

reflect tumor characteristics. In fact, we’ve found cerebrospinal fluid dissemination, frequent cause of death with 

better local control after BNCT occurs more frequently in the small cell subtype of IDH1R132H mutation-

negative glioblastoma. Another conceivable reason may be the heterogeneous distribution of BPA in the tumor. 

In our preliminary study, BPA accumulates in 2-4 times larger proportion of glioma stem like cells which are 

resistant to usual chemo-radiation therapy than differentiated glioma cells in vitro and in vivo. Glioma stem cells 

may be targeted by BPA-BNCT. Therefore, the resistant mechanism should be unique and be elucidated to 

overcome. 
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Currently, accelerator-based neutron source (ABNS) is used for boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) in 
hospitals, rather than reactor-based neutron source. One of the concerns about ABNS is large amount of 
“contamination radiations” (i.e., fast neutrons and gamma rays) in the thermal neutron field compared to reactor-
based neutron source. To accurately elucidate biological effectiveness of BNCT using ABNS, the influence not 
only of thermal neutrons but also of contamination radiations should be investigated. Generally, relative biological 
effectiveness (RBE) has been used to evaluate the effectiveness of BNCT relative to conventional X-ray therapy 
and heavy ion therapy. RBE is derived from the survival curve expressed as a function of absorbed dose. However, 
difference in radiation quality can not be properly considered when the survival curve is described using absorbed 
dose. In other words, the survival fraction must be expressed using a universal parameter, instead of absorbed 
dose. 

 

To do so, we apply the number of OH radicals produced for describing the survival curves. Figure 1 shows a 
schematic of the survival curve of ionizing radiations (circles) and that of indirect action induced by X-rays 
(triangles) [1]. We note that the survival curve approaches a certain value, because the contribution of direct action 
is ignored. Generally, the number of OH radicals produced is measured using radical scavenger. This would imply 
that the number of OH radicals is equivalent to that attacking DNA. In other words, the contribution of indirect 
action is equal at the same abscissa point. From survival curves described by the number of OH radicals produced, 
a novel concept Direct Action-Based BiologicaL Effectiveness (DABBLE) is proposed to discuss the contribution 
ratio of direct action. To derive DABBLE, we first pay attention to the number of OH radicals produced when the 
survival fraction is 0.1, namely death fraction of cells irradiated with ionizing radiations (e.g., heavy ions) 
DFR(OH) is 0.9 (green arrow). At the same abscissa point, the death fraction of cells due to indirect action by X-
rays DFXI(OH) (orange arrow) is derived [1]. Therefore, DFR(OH) - DFXI(OH) (thick yellow arrow) indicates the 
contribution of direct action induced by C ions. From this view point, we propose DABBLE as, 

DABBLE =
( )  ( ) 

( )
.                        (1) 

The denominator expresses the death fraction due to indirect action by X-rays and the numerator indicates the 
death fraction due to direct action by C ions. Namely, DABBLE indicates the ratio of direct action to indirect 
action. In the presentation, we will discriminate the biological effectiveness induced by the 10B(n,α)7Li reactions 
from that by contamination radiations and discuss about the biological effectiveness of BNCT compared to the 
other radiation cancer treatments based on DABBLE. 
 
References 
[1] Hirayama et al., Radiat. Res. 171 (2009) 212-218. 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the derivation process of DABBLE. 
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TAE Life Sciences’ AlphabeamTM is a complete system for hospital-based boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) 

that includes a tandem electrostatic accelerator and high energy beam lines (HEBL) capable of delivering 

treatments in up to three separate rooms. Alphabeam uses an intense 2.5-MeV proton beam striking a solid lithium 

target to produce neutrons for BNCT with estimated treatment times of 30 to 60 minutes. Installation of the first 

tandem for clinical use is expected to begin in 2020 following extensive laboratory testing.  

The tandem accelerator consists of a series of nested conductive shells, insulated from each other, whose applied 

voltages increase outward from the innermost shell. A separate component directs a high current of negatively-

charged hydrogen ions to a narrow port through the tandem. The voltage drop across the shells accelerates the 

hydrogen ions to half the desired kinetic energy at the center of the tandem, where a charge exchange component 

strips the ions of both electrons. This charge reversal allows the same voltage drop to further accelerate the protons 

to the desired kinetic energy when they exit the tandem on the opposite side. This fully electrostatic design is 

expected to result in high reliability and system up-time with low lifetime operating costs. The compact design, 

which is advantageous for hospital space constraints, also supports energy tunability.  

The proton beam is directed from the tandem to the lithium target along the HEBL via beam splitters, bending 

magnets and diagnostic components. The lithium target is cooled via water channels in a copper backing disk and 

is tightly coupled to the beam shaping assembly (BSA). The lithium, target assembly materials and HEBL 

components are exposed to intense and unique energy spectra and angular distributions of both neutrons and 

prompt gammas while the proton beam is turned on. As with other BNCT neutron sources, irradiation of all these 

components will produce a wide range of activities that can create a complicated spatial- and time-dependent 

radiation protection challenge after the beam is turned off.  

Monte Carlo simulations have been used to model Alphabeam’s geometry of tandem accelerator, target, HEBL 

components and surrounding walls in order to reduce or eliminate these hazards. Different radiation types and 

operational regimes require different material, shielding and geometry considerations, and these choices can be 

contradictory. The optimization problem must also take room access, interlock design and personnel training into 

account in order to realize As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) goals. Examples of ALARA hazard 

reduction choices will be described. The innovative combination of tandem accelerator design and downstream 

radiation protection design results in a neutron source that is ideally suited for a high throughput BNCT program 

in a compact hospital environment.  
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The efficacy of BNCT in curing cancer highly depends on the boron carrier used. L-boron phenylalanine 

(BPA) and sodium borocaptate (BSH) proved to be effective pharmaceuticals for BNCT of some types of tumors 

but their specificity to malignancies is not good enough and varies greatly from patient to patient. Development 

of new effective tumor specific boron carriers is the key to successful treatment of tumors with BNCT. Boron 

clusters is a unique class of boron compounds with low molecular weight (<140 Da) and boron content up to 55%. 

BSH is the most known in BNCT representative of boron clusters. A lot of derivatives with absolutely different 

chemical and pharmacological properties can be synthetized with boron clusters. Primary screening of 62 boron 

clusters based compounds was performed among them 29 compounds were studied for toxicity and tumor uptake 

in murine tumor models. Tumor-to-normal and tumor-to-blood ratios were determined.  Two compounds showed 

better boron uptake in murine melanoma B16F10 and higher T/N ratio value than BPA and BSH. T/N ratio of 10.6 

was achieved in 12 hours after the compound administration with 10B concentration in tumor of 56 μg/g.  

Intracellular distribution study of some boron clusters derivatives was also made. It was shown that amphiphilic 

boron cluster derivative has significant uptake and retention in tumor cells nuclei better than BSH, thus making 

this class of boron cluster derivatives more efficient for killing tumor cells with BNCT. High boron content in 

boron clusters, good water solubility, promising pharmacological properties and opportunity for boron clusters 

chemical modification with a variety of substitutes make boron cluster a promising basis for development of a 

spectrum of new boron carrier pharmaceutical effective in curing different type of malignant tumors with BNCT. 
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Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is based on nuclear reaction between boron-10 and thermal neutron 

causing alpha particle and lithium nuclei with high energies. Boron compounds such as 10B-

boronophenylalanine (BPA) are preferentially incorporated into cancer cells.  

As neutron sources, several types of accelerator-based BNCT systems have been developed recently and installed 

in hospitals. The features of neutron beam are different among facilities depending on target types and acceleration 

energies. A BNCT system with a linear accelerator and the solid-lithium target with irradiation beam of vertical 

downward direction (CICS-1) has been installed in National Cancer Center Hospital (NCCH). When relative 

biological effectiveness (RBE) of the neutron free-beam for the BNCT system in NCCH was measured as cancer 

cell survivals, the RBE was in the expected range. We have investigated and evaluated biological effectiveness of 

the BNCT system in NCCH using cells and mice. The middle-sized animals could not be used because of radio-

activation of the bodies and medical regulatory aspects. There are limitations of using mouse models for the 

evaluation of biological effect in beam-depth direction, because the body thickness of mice is approximately 2 

cm, but those of human patients are mostly more than 10 cm. To overcome this difference, we developed an 

experimental system utilizing three mice positioned in a stratified manner to obtain thickness of approximately 6 

cm. We then measured the crypt regeneration ability of small intestine at day 3.5, which has been used to 

characterize biological effects of photon and particle beams, such as proton and carbon-ion. We investigated the 

concept and applicability of the above new mouse model for evaluation of biological effectiveness of beam-depth 

direction of BNCT systems. This analysis system with mice aligned in a stratified manner with regeneration ability 

of small intestine may be useful for comparisons among facilities of different types of neutron beams. 

Acknowledgements for collaboration: Satoshi Nakamura, Yuka Sasaki, Takae Onodera, Hiroyuki Okamoto, Kenji 

Shimada, Hiroshi Igaki, Yoshio Imahori 
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BNCT clinical trials for several pathologies have shown a significant therapeutic advantage, associated to an 

improvement in patient quality of life and prolonged survival. Nevertheless, there is room for improvement in 

terms of enhancing BNCT therapeutic efficacy and minimizing the associated toxic side-effects. Translational 

radiobiological studies in appropriate in vivo experimental models are pivotal to the advancement of BNCT. A 

significant part of our translational research efforts have been focused on exploring new applications of BNCT 

and optimizing BNCT for different pathologies, for varying degrees of disease progression and for different 

clinical conditions of the patient. Since 1998, our group has explored novel boron compounds and studied different 

delivery strategies of the boron compounds that have been/are used in humans, employing a bench to bedside 

approach that bridges the gap between research and clinical application. All these studies were performed in 

collaboration with several international and national groups. Some examples of our studies are: 1) Combined 

administration of BPA and GB-10 to improve tumor boron targeting homogeneity in the hamster cheek pouch oral 

cancer model, in a colon carcinoma liver metastases model in BDIX rats and in a diffuse lung metastases model 

in BDIX rats; 2) Biodistribution studies of BSH and BPA administered jointly in the oral cancer model; 3) 

Normalization of aberrant tumor blood vessels to improve boron delivery in the oral cancer model; 4) Sequential 

BNCT (BPA/BNCT followed by GB-10/BNCT with a 24-48 h interval) in the oral cancer model to optimize 

therapeutic efficacy and minimize mucositis in the dose-limiting precancerous tissue in the case of patients 

requiring abbreviated treatment; 5) Electroporation to improve the gross boron uptake and microdistribution 

delivered by GB-10 in the oral cancer model; 6) Double applications of BNCT with 4-6 weeks interval to optimize 

therapeutic efficacy, reduce toxicity in terms of mucositis and inhibit the development of second primary tumors 

from precancerous tissue in the oral cancer model for the case of patients that do not require abbreviated treatment; 

7) The study of different compounds combined with BNCT, such as fucoidan (an algae biopolymer), aimed at 

reducing BNCT toxicity and/or enhancing BNCT therapeutic effect on tumors in hamster and BDIX rats; 8) 

Assessment of the therapeutic efficacy and potential toxicity of BNCT in the liver metastases and diffuse lung 

metastases models in BDIX rats; 9) Local administration of GB-10 or BPA for effective low dose Boron Neutron 

Capture Synovectomy (BNCS) for the treatment of Rheumatoid Arthritis in a model of antigen-induced arthritis 

in rabbits; 10) BNCT-induced local and abscopal effect in an ectopic model of colon carcinoma in BDIX rats; 11) 

The benefit of combining BNCT with immunotherapy on local and abscopal effects. All these studies led to our 

ongoing clinical-veterinary BNCT studies at the RA-1 and RA-6 nuclear reactors, for cats and dogs with 

spontaneous head and neck cancer with no other therapeutic option. BNCT improved the clinical condition of the 

veterinary patients, prolonged survival with good quality of life and partially controlled tumors with only slight-

moderate and reversible associated toxicity. The knowledge gained from our radiobiological studies would 

contribute to design safe and effective clinical BNCT protocols. 
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Real time boron imaging is indispensable in BNCT to monitor the local boron dose during irradiation. Sometimes, 

it is called PG-SPECT or BNCT-SPECT. There are many ideas proposed and at the moment it is a very serious 

competitive situation worldwide. Realization of it is however known to be difficult, because radiations of primary 

neutrons and secondary gamma-rays play a very serious background role in the measurement, and as a result it 

becomes hard to extract only 478 keV gamma-rays during the BNCT irradiation. And another reason is naturally 

that BNCT is a treatment, not diagnostics, leading difficulties in the measurement of signals of interest from 360 

degrees like CT. In Osaka University, researches of PG-SPECT have been carried out for years, and now we 

completed the final design. We will describe the brief results of the design and performance in the meeting. 
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[10B]borono-phenylalanine (BPA) is one of the 10B carrier to tumors in BNCT. 4-borono- 2-[18F]-fluoro-

phenylalanine (FBPA) is a PET agent to trace pharmacokinetics of BPA (Hanaoka K, et al., 2014). We found that 

FBPA and BPA are transported into cells by L-type amino acid transporter 1 (LAT1) which is predominantly 

expressed on cancer cell membrane (Watabe T, et al., 2018). The difficulty of FBPA for clinical use was limited 

amount of production. [18F]F2 production employing the 18O(p, n)18F nuclear reaction and the direct electrophilic 

substitution of 4-borono-L-phenylalanine (BPA) with the produced [18F]F2 improved the yield of FBPA (Mairinger 

S et al., 2015). In the present study, we developed an alternative method for [18F]FBPA synthesis using [18F]F2 

produced with a single use of [18O]O2, and [18F]CH3COOF as the labeling agent. 

Pre-irradiation of 0.5% F2 in argon in the target box was carried out with a proton beam for passivation of the 

synthesis system. After discarding the gaseous products to waste, the target box was filled with [18O]O2 and was 

irradiated with protons (30 A for 150 min, the first irradiation). After discarding the gaseous product, the target 

box filled with 0.05–0.08% F2 in argon, and was irradiated with protons (17 µA for 20 min, the second irradiation). 

The product obtained after the second irradiation was passed through a sodium acetate column, which converted 

[18F]F2 into [18F]CH3COOF, and the generated product was used as a labeling agent in the [18F]FBPA synthesis. 

The solution was purified by HPLC using 0.1% acetic acid aqueous solution as the eluent. After evaporating the 

target fraction solution, the final [18F]FBPA solution was produced. 

The radioactivity, radiochemical purity, and molar activity of the prepared [18F]FBPA solution were 

4.72±0.34GBq, 99.3±0.1%, and 206±20 GBq/mmol, respectively, at the end of the synthesis. The decay-corrected 

radiochemical yield of [18F]FBPA, based on [18F]F2, was 12.2±0.1%. The cumulative synthesis time was 56±2 

min (n=3). 

The developed method furnished a four-fold increase of [18F]FBPA compared to that with the original [18F]F2 

method using [18F]CH3COOF and is equivalent to the modified [18F]F2 method that requires [18O]O2 gas-recycling 

and [18F]F2 as the labeling agent. The current method can be used to advance [18F]FBPA PET/CT-based BNCT 

with 10BPA. 
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Currently clinical trials of BNCT are widely studied using accelerator- or reactor-based neutron sources with 

L-paraboronophenylalanine (L-BPA). On March 2020, accelerator-based boron neutron capture therapy 

(AB-BNCT) system as a new medical device and L-BPA-based boron delivery agent (Boropharan [10B]) were 

approved by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare of Japan for the treatment of locally unresectable 

recurrent or unresectable advanced head and neck cancer. Thus, the development of new boron delivery agents is 

an urgent requirement for the further development of BNCT.  

Boron drugs used in BNCT must meet the following ideal requirements: 

(1) They must be able to maintain the 10B-boron concentration in the tumor tissues at which an antitumor effect 

can be anticipated during neutron irradiation. 

(2) Their systemic toxicity must be low to ensure safety. Further, while achieving higher uptake into the tumor 

tissue than the normal tissue, the ratios “concentration in tumor tissue / concentration in normal tissue” and 

“concentration in tumor tissue / concentration in blood” must be high.  

(3) They should be rapidly cleared off from the normal tissues and blood after neutron irradiation. 

Therefore, the tumor selectivity of these boron drugs should minimize their effect on normal tissues and maintain 

the 10B-boron concentration in tumor tissues at which an antitumor effect can be anticipated during neutron 

irradiation. In order to satisfy these criteria, various boron delivery agents have been reported. 

In this technical meeting, I will first analyze the characteristics of L-BPA which led to the success of BNCT, and 

then consider the future prospects with discussing recently developed boron delivery agents. 
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In the Argentine BNCT project, the boron chemistry area participates in collaboration with other areas in basic 

and applied research, pre-clinical protocols and clinical applications. Most collaborations in the aforementioned 

tasks involve analytical chemistry procedures, where quantifying different borated compounds in tissue, cell and 

nano-vehicle samples from research protocols are needed. To accomplish these goals, in this area, over the 

years, different analytical methods were developed that can be applied to the various samples mentioned, both 

organic and inorganic. These methods undergo periodic updates aimed at improving the quality of 

measurements or adapting old methods to new equipment. 

Inductively-coupled plasma optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) is one of the most widely used methods 

for boron analysis. This method combines important features such as the possibility of high sample throughput, 

very low detection limits, and practical sample preparation prerequisites. This technique has been adopted by 

most of the international centers dedicated to the subject, and is only surpassed in analytical performance indices 

by plasma source mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). Sample introduction for these methods generally requires liquid 

phases, which after passing through a nebulizer are finally injected as aerosols. Samples that are not liquid in the 

first place, must undergo digestion or a comparable dissolving process. 

This work describes the updates of the methodologies used for the determination of total boron in cell cultures 

of tumor and normal cell lines, biological tissues and whole blood from the current protocols that study the 

uptake of this element depending on different boron delivery compounds. 
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The success of Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) strongly depends on the intratumor delivery of 10B. The 

knowledge of 10B atoms localization at the tissue and even the cellular level is essential to evaluate the probability 

of a successful therapy and to understand the observed post-irradiation effects. Only a small number of techniques 

allow precise studies of boron microdistribution, being the Neutron Autoradiography with Nuclear Track 

Detectors (NTD) an attractive option due to its high resolution and relative low-cost. It is based on the ability of 

NTDs to register the damage produced along the ion trajectories, where the material remains altered in a 

permanent way. In the case of BNCT, the latent damaged zones on the NTD surface are yielded by exposing a 

boron-loaded biological matrix, in contact with the NTD, to a thermal neutron flux: the alpha and lithium particles 

emitted in the BNC reaction that can reach the detector create latent tracks. Latent tracks can then be revealed by 

a chemical attack (etching) with an appropriate solution. The etching velocity close to the ion trajectory is higher 

than the etching velocity in the bulk unirradiated material (Vb). This preferential attack velocity makes it possible 

the development of the etch pits (or tracks) in order to be observed by electron or optical microscopy, depending 

on the etching conditions. When analyzing biological samples (e.g. tissue sections), boron microdistribution can 

be assessed by mapping the nuclear tracks and correlating their positions with the histological image.  

Polymers such as pollyallildiglycol carbonate and polycarbonate have been extensively used as NTD for boron 

imaging of samples coming from BNCT protocols. Several approaches have been described by different BNCT 

groups, allowing both qualitative and quantitative analyses. Depending on the neutron fluence and the etching 

conditions, tracks in the autoradiographies can be overlapped. Thus, the optical collective effect on the detector 

surface can be analyzed to describe boron distribution in terms of shades of gray. Conversely, if nuclear tracks 

are separated enough to allow individual counting, track density can be translated to 10B concentration using a 

calibration system. The material used as a reference standard must behave similarly as the biological samples, 

especially in terms of energy deposition and particle ranges.  

Different methods have been explored in order to increase spatial resolution of neutron autoradiography. In 

particular, it can be enhanced by using the same sample for the histological analysis and neutron autoradiography 

generation. With this purpose, the biological sample has to be carefully processed in order to obtain accurate 

results. In fact, as the sample is removed from the detector before the chemical etching, the use of reference marks 

to correlate the regions of interest in both the histological and autoradiographic images is necessary, and has been 

extensively reported. Different filtering and segmentation procedures on the digital images have been proposed.  

Moreover, if tissue structures and nuclear tracks were simultaneously observed, a more precise knowledge of the 

localization of boron atoms could be achieved. High resolution quantitative radiography seeks to preserve the 

biological sample during the etching process, by means of the use of thin detector films. Another technique 

consists of interposing a UV-C exposure step between the irradiation with thermal neutrons and the staining and 

histological analysis. Vb in the NTD can increase considerably because of photodegradation. When a biological 

sample is put in contact with the detector, it partially protects the NTD from the UV-C action. Thus the etching 

solution will attack the detector surface at different velocities depending on the sample topography and an imprint 

of the biological material will be formed. Both imprint and tracks are revealed in the same process.  

The neutron autoradiography is a powerful and versatile methodology. The different approaches vary in 

complexity and resolution and should be selected depending on the objective of the study. They have been used 

to determine boron microdistribution in different in vitro and in vivo biological models. Moreover, the 

methodology was applied to samples coming from patients subjected to biodistribution studies. The information 

obtained from the autoradiographic analyses provided essential information to numerous research works: 

evaluation of boron compounds, comparison among different cell lines response, correlation with BNCT efficacy 

in radiobiological studies, dosimetric evaluation in non-uniform boron distribution scenarios and microdosimetry 

analysis.  
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We report on the results and on-going studies of the BNCT-SPECT project carried out at Pavia University and 

Pavia-INFN. The project wants to develop a SPECT system to monitor in vivo the dose delivered in patients 

during BNCT, in particular the component due to 10B capture reactions. In addition, thanks to a highly innovative 

technology (3D CZT spectro-imager) under investigation, the preliminary data collected on a CZT based BNCT 

dedicated Compton Camera will be reported. CdZnTe (CZT) semiconductor detectors are presently under scrutiny 

for diagnostic and molecular imaging [Garcia et al., J Nucl Med 52(2), 210-217, 2011; C.B. Hruska et al., Am J 

Roent 191, 1805-1815, 2008]. For the named BNCT-SPECT, CZT technology has been chosen thanks to its high 

detection efficiency even using small sensitive volumes together with its extremely good energy resolution, 

greatly valuable inside the mixed (n+γ)-radiation field of a BNCT facility [Altieri et al., Il Nuovo Cimento C 

41(208), 1-8, 2018]. In addition, the possibility of working at room temperature avoids a cumbersome cooling 

system thus facilitating patient positioning despite the close proximity of the photon sensor. 

 

After a preliminary characterisation of the first CZT prototype [Fatemi et al., NIM A 903, 134-139, 2018], we 

evaluated the capability of this 5x5x20 mm3 detector to discriminate the 10B peak at 478 keV from the activation 

signals at 558 and 651 keV induced by thermal neutrons in 113Cd, as well as from the annihilation signal. These 

studies, carried out inside the recently built Prompt Gamma Neutron Activation Analysis (PGNAA) facility of the 

TRIGA Mark II research nuclear reactor of Pavia University, confirmed the proper identification of the 10B signal 

even when a significant neutron background is accounted. Due to its main application, the PGNAA facility is 

characterised by a very low photon background and by an almost complete absence of 10B in the shielding and 

beam collimating structure. After some Monte Carlo simulations to know the neutron and photon backgrounds 

from which we evaluated the necessity of proper shields around the detector, we carried out the first spectroscopic 

measurements of 10B-enriched materials (boronated water solutions), together with some sensitivity studies 

focusing on the lowest 10B detectable threshold. 

 

In parallel, a second CZT prototype has been developed and built. The sensitive volumes increased to 20x20x5 

mm3 and thanks to the pattern of collecting electrodes arranged through orthogonal drift stripes, this detector is 

capable of 3D spatial sensitivity thus opening the route for the investigation of a BNCT-dedicated single stage 

Compton Camera. Preliminary data simulated by Geant4 Monte Carlo code will be presented as well as the first 

preliminary results obtained using point-like standard sources. 
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Microdosimetry is a suitable tool for understand outcomes in those cases where average quantities, like absorbed 

dose or LET do not provide suitable explanations for the observed effects. Microdosimetry evolved during the 

decades from its first conception, providing a robust and appropriate framework to formulate biophysical models 

of radiation action and measuring techniques useful for performing quality control tests of radiation fields (1). 

Almost always differences in the acquired or calculated microdosimetric spectra are associated with variations in 

radiobiological properties of the radiation fields.  

The complexity of the radiation field in BNCT is not only related with the common conception of a mixed 

uncharged neutron-photon primary field, but also poses a fundamental problem, i.e., the small number of 

secondary high-LET particles needed to deposit therapeutic doses (2). For instance, 1 Gy of macroscopic boron 

absorbed dose involves only 3 or 4 short-range reactions produced per cell. These “small numbers” and the 

inherent statistical Poisson fluctuations are responsible for very broad deposited energy distributions, meaning 

that cells even subjected to a “uniform” KERMA distribution will experience very different number of hits. A non 

negligible fraction of tumor cells will remain “untouched” by boron capture reactions, even at therapeutic doses. 

Moreover, the short ranges, comparable to the size of the sensitive structures of the cell and the strong variations 

of deposited energy along the particle path prevent the use of LET as a quantity for calculating deposited dose (3). 

The additional complexities like non uniform distributions of boron concentrations (4) contribute to additional 

discrepancies when calculating KERMA based quantities and employing them to explain observations.   

In this work we will review the stochastic aspects of BNCT based on the concepts and formalisms provided by 

microdosimetry, including some approaches suitable for deriving BNCT microdosimetric quantities considering 

data derived from BNCT irradiations and from heavy ion experiments as well (5).  
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 A novel methodology of in-vivo measuring boron concentration and boron dose distribution during boron 
neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is proposed on the basis of the cross-sectional relationship of  

 

Theoretical analysis of the accuracy of the proposed method with Monte Carlo simulation shows that the 
measurement error is generally less than 1% under different tumor locations and neutron source configurations. 
In the situation wherein the voxel size is larger than 0.4 cm, the measurement error can be increased for a non-
uniformly distributed boron concentration in the voxel because of the changes of neutron energy and flux. In 
conclusion, the proposed method enables accurate boron measurement in-vivo during neutron irradiations in 
reasonable situations (e.g., BNCT).  

 

 

Figure 1. Relation between  under uniform 10B distribution  
 

  and  
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Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the difficult cancers to cure with multidisciplinary treatments. Iodized 

poppy-seed oil (IPSO) is considered to be useful in intra-arterial chemotherapy treating liver cancer. We have used 

water-in-oil-in-water emulsion (WOW) as the carrier of anti-cancer agents by modifying IPSO on intra-arterial 

injections to hepatocellular carcinoma in clinical. 

We have developed a 10B sodium mercaptododecaborate (10BSH)-entrapped WOW emulsion, and evaluated it as 

a selective boron carrier for the possible application of BNCT for HCC, which could be an option for patients who 

cannot be treated with conventional therapies. We prepared 10BSH entrapped WOW emulsion. The mean 10B 

concentration was 10000 ppm in the injected emulsion, and the size of WOW emulsion was controlled to be 70μm. 

Suzuki et al. had first reported the tumor growth suppression by BNCT with the intra-arterial administration of a 

boron compound with IPSO. We have also performed clinical BNCT study for recurrence HCC patient using 
10BSH-entrapped WOW emulsion and showed the tumor growth suppression.  

  We plan to perform clinical BNCT study for recurrence HCC patient using 10BSH-entrapped WOW emulsion.  

(1) Preparing Drug : Na2 10B12H11SH (10BSH) : M.W.219.872g /mol 

(2) Procedure of Pilot Study; 1) The patient come to the registrated hospital from the other hospital with 

introduction form. 2) Pre performanced diagnosis(Detect the indication) with discussion with KURNS stuff by 

checking the CT images of recurrenced tumours. 3) Informed Concent of the pilot study of BNCT is performed. 

4) Simulational CT imaging in the same position at BNCT with marking of the tumour sites 1 week before BNCT. 

5) Intra-arterial injection of 10BSH-WOW emulsion(32.8mg/mL) is performed 3～5 days before BNCT at the 

registrated hospital. 6) BNCT procedure at KURNS. The boron concentrations in tumour and normal liver tissue 

during the BNCT are measured by γ-Telescopy. 7) After BNCT, the patient will stay at the hosted hospital in 

1week. 8) The effects of tumour suppression is evaluate with the decreasing rate of the tumour by images of 

CTscan and MRI, and data of tumour markers following RECIST cliteria of Japan Clinical Oncology Groups. 
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• Prescribing and treatment planning for BNCT.  
• Dose reporting in BNCT.  
• Clinical trial design and procedures for BNCT 
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As elegant as is the concept upon which Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is based, 

unfortunately it has not gained widespread acceptance by the physicians who are treating cancer 

patients on a daily basis. The question is why? Very simply put, the clinical results obtained in 

treating patients with high grade gliomas and recurrent tumors of the head and neck origin have 

not been convincing enough to produce more interest in BNCT as a cancer treatment modality. 

There are a variety of reasons for this, one of the most important of which has been its dependency 

on nuclear reactors as neutron sources. With the advent of accelerator based neutron sources 

(ABNS), this hopefully will be addressed. If the results obtained from ongoing and soon to be 

initiated clinical trials can at least demonstrate equivalency to those obtained with nuclear reactors, 

this should address the first problem. The second problem relates to boron delivery agents, and 

despite the considerable efforts of chemists and biologists over the past 50 years, there are only 

two drugs that have been used clinically, sodium borocaptate (BSH) and boronophenylalanine 

(BPA). It is widely recognized that these two drugs are less than ideal. Perhaps new and more 

effective boron delivery agents will finally appear on the scene, but barring that, we will address 

the question of what can be done now to make BNCT a more effective cancer treatment modality. 
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In order to develop BNCT treatment planning system (TPS) for clinic, a faster dose calculation algorithm is 

necessary to replace current Monte Carlo–based system with less computing-power dependent system. A 

convolution/superposition algorithm commonly used for conventional TPS system was applied for this purpose. 

TEGMA (total energy generated per mass) was defined as total energy generated from neutron interactions such 

as 𝐵10 (n, α) 𝐿𝑖7 , 𝑁14 (n, p) 𝐶14 , 𝐻1 (n, n′) 𝐻1 . The new quantity was similar to TERMA (total energy released 

per mass) for photon dosimetry. Since charged particles from these interactions have very short ranges of less 

than 10 µm in tissues, Q-values of these interactions were assumed to deposit locally. In a rectangular phantom 

consisting of Cartesian voxel, TEGMA for a pencil beam of mono-energy was pre-calculated by using MCNP6.2. 

The neutron energy grouped for TEGMA ranged from thermal to 10 MeV. Depending on a field size and energy 

of incident neutron beam, the convolution/superposition (CS) of pencil beam was implemented over the energy 

groups and multiple pencil beams at the irradiation port. In addition, full Monte Carlo (MC) calculations using 

PHITS were carried out to verify accuracy of the algorithm developed in this study. Depth doses along the central 

beam axis and dose profiles crossing a normalized voxel were compared between the developed CS and MC 

results. Except for the build-up region, the depth dose distributions up to 10 cm depth between CS and MC agreed 

within 10%. Since the lateral dimension of pre-calculated TEGMA was limited to 2 cm from the central axis, the 

cross-profiles of CS for a large field (> 5 cm diameter) were not matched well with MC data. The calculation time 

of developed CS was extremely shorter (< a few minutes) than that of MC. Overall, the developed algorithm was 

feasible for BNCT dose calculations in terms of accuracy and computation time in clinic. 

Keywords: TEGMA, Convolution/superposition, Monte Carlo 
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The treatment planning system (TPS) for BNCT has many common considerations same as the TPS for 

conventional radiotherapy, while there are still different ones. The NeuboronPlan, a TPS for BNCT, was developed 

for the need of high precision dose calculation. From its development, we have found the following vital features 

of a good BNCT TPS; the design considerations and recommendations are given as follows. 

1. Medical Image 

A BNCT TPS must be able to process CT images, and it should support the DICOM-RT format in order to 

provide a compatibility to the conventional TPS. A further feature is a support of PET and MRI images, which is 

not yet a mandatory requirement, but it is favorable; the CT/PET image fusion provides valuable information of 

in-vivo boron distribution, which can further assign boron concentration data to voxel cells. 

2. Material Conversion 

Unlike the photon radiotherapy, the dose calculation in BNCT requires the transportation calculations for 

not only photons, but also neutrons, which needs a detailed description of materials presented in the calculation. 

The materials of interest should be converted directly from the anatomy image, saying CT images, with a reliable 

and trustworthy mechanism. The recommended method is converting the Hounsfield unit values of CT images 

into corresponding materials and densities. The use of a simplified material table is not recommended. 

3. Voxelization 

In the past two decades, the BNCT TPSs used the so-called homogenized model to reduce the number of 

generated voxels; a huge number of voxels may cause a crash of the TPS, or lead to a very long calculation time. 

However, the homogenization could lead to a reduction of spatial resolution, as well as a loss of material 

information. It is recommended to use a point-to-point conversion and built a voxelized phantom truly from the 

CT images, without a sacrifice of accuracy. Voxel number is no longer a bottleneck of modern computer system. 

4. Monte Carlo code and Cross-section Library 

BNCT dose calculation relies on the use of Monte Carlo method, in order to transport neutrons and photons 

amid the region of interest and obtain the corresponding doses. Currently, the most recognized and applied MC 

codes are the MCNP (version later than MCNP5 v.1.51) and PHITS (version later than v.2.24), which can 

successfully transport both neutron and photon. The dose calculation should be performed basing on a creditable 

and continuous-energy cross-section library, which should be clearly stated in the TPS report. A library newer 

than ENDF/B-VII.0 or JENDL-4.0 is recommended. Due to the group-wised neutron energy in transportation, the 

MC code FLUKA is not recommended. Other MC codes that can transport neutrons and photons reliably and 

satisfy the aforesaid issues can also be used; GEANT4 is one good example. 

5. Dose Calculation 

Both neutron and gamma ray have to be calculated; for neutron part, the secondary gamma-ray must be 

included in the transportation as well. The neutron physical dose should be calculated basing on the heating 

number of each element; for the photon one, KERMA factor (or F6 tally in MCNP) is preferable to save time 

(without electron transportation). The calculated physical dose has to be further interpreted into radiobiological 

weighted dose by using a library of RBE and CBE factors; an alternative option is the use of radiobiological 

weighting function, e.g. a photon iso-effective dose deriving equation, to replace the RBE and CBE factors 

The developed TPS must also comply with the IEC 62083-2009 requirement, or similar standard. More details 

will be presented in the full report and our presentation 
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Background: In the context of the development of a new widely available BNCT system, clinical trials to 

investigate the efficacy and safety of BNCT using an accelerator neutron irradiation system and 10B-condensed 

boronophenylalanine (BPA) as a 10B agent are urgently needed. Here we report a phase II nonrandomized trial 

exploring BNCT using an accelerator-based neutron generator (A-BNCT) with borofalan(10B), which is the 

generic name of 10B-BPA, for head and neck cancer. 

Methods: In this open-label phase II trial of BNCT using an accelerator system with borofalan(10B), patients with 

platinum-resistant recurrent squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (R-SCC-HN) or with recurrent/locally 

advanced non-squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (R/LA-nSCC-HN) were intravenously administered 

200 mg/kg/h borofalan(10B) for 2 h, followed by neutron irradiation with continuous infusion of 100 mg/kg/h. The 

irradiated dose for the tumor was determined passively as the mucosal maximum dose of 12 Gy-Eq. The primary 

endpoint was the objective response rate (ORR) determined. 

Results: Eight R-SCC-HN and 13 R/LA-nSCC-HN patients were enrolled. All R-SCC-HN patients had prior 

radiotherapy with a dose of 65.5 Gy (range, 59.4–76.0 Gy). The ORR for all patients was 71.4%, and complete 

response / partial response were 50.0% / 25.0% in R-SCC-HN and 7.7% / 61.5% in R/LA-nSCC-HN. With a 

median follow-up of 24.2 months (interquartile range, 24.0–24.3 months), the 2-year overall survival for R-SCC-

HN and R/LA-nSCC-HN were 58.3% and 100%, respectively. Frequently observed adverse events included 

alopecia (95.2%), nausea (81.0%), dysgeusia (71.4%), and parotitis (66.7%), and no grade 4 or 5 adverse events 

were observed.  

Conclusion: These data suggest that BNCT using an accelerator system with borofalan(10B) is a promising 

treatment option for patients with R-SCC-HN or R/LA-nSCC-HN. 
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Treatment planning in boron neutron capture (BNCT) differs from the other radiotherapies and dedicated methods 

are needed.  Nuclear interactions within the patient must blacke modelled for dose calculation. In lack of more 

exact data, patient tissues are defined based on the average elemental composition typically taken from the ICRU 

reports [1, 2]. 10B concentration of each organ is estimated relative to the blood boron concentration based on 

published data. Typically only the blood boron concentration can be defined exactly. In BNCT treatment planning, 

four dose components are calculated: 1) high-LET boron dose due to the alpha particle and 7Li nucleus released 

in 10B(n,) capture reaction at thermal neutron energies, 2) intermediate-LET thermal neutron dose primarily due 

to the protons (E=0.54 MeV) released in nitrogen neutron capture reaction 14N(n,p)14C in tissue, 3) intermediate-

LET fast neutron dose primarily due to the recoil protons released in 1H(n,n’)1H reaction, and 4) low-LET photon 

dose from hydrogen neutron capture reaction 1H(n,)2H (E = 2.2 MeV) in tissue and typically low gamma 

contamination present in the neutron beam. So far only Monte Carlo methods have been successfully applied as 

a dose calculation tool. Often fluence-to-KERMA conversion factors are used to define the dose (KERMA 

approximation). Another options are to calculate the energy deposited by each neutron and photon interaction, or 

by each secondary particle separately. In aim to define the patient dose in units corresponding to the clinical effect 

of photon radiotherapy, each dose component is multiplied with the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) factor 

(traditional approach) or a biological dose function such as photon iso-effective dose model [3,4] or 

microdosimetric kinetic model [5] is applied. No gantry systems exist for BNCT. Existing BNCT neutron sources 

have a fixed beam, meaning that the patient must be rotated to the optimal treatment orientation. Treatment 

planning images should optimally be taken in the planning orientation. In this paper, current methods applied to 

fulfil unique demands of BNCT dose calculation and treatment planning are reviewed. 
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Background: Boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) is tumor-selective particle radiation and theoretically 

efficacious especially for tumors with infiltrative nature, such as malignant gliomas, chiefly glioblastoma (GBM). 

The aim of this study is to assess safety and efficacy of accelerator-based BNCT (AB-BNCT) using cyclotron-

based neutron generator, BNCT30, and 10B-boronophenylalanine (borofalan(10B)) agent, SPM-011, in patients 

with recurrent malignant gliomas, chiefly GBM.  

Methods: The multi-institutional open-label, phase II clinical trial for recurrent 27 cases of malignant gliomas 

(MG) (24 cases were GBM) was conducted with above mentioned AB-BNCT system, using 500mg/kg of SPM-

011. The study code of this trial is JG002. The patients were enrolled from February 2016 to June 2018. The 

inclusion criteria are bevacizumab-naïve MG, recurrent after standard treatment composed of X-ray treatment 

(50-65 Gy) and chemotherapy with temozolomide. Aged more than 20 years old and less than 75 years old, KPS 

should be more than 60%. SPM-011 was administrated 500mg/kg in 3 hours intravenously, 200 mg/kg an hour 

for 2 hours prior to neutron irradiation and 100mg/kg an hour during neutron irradiation.  Neutronirradiation time 

were determined not to exceed to 8.5 Gy-Eq for scalp dose which was decided by preceding phase I trial. Primary 

endpoint was 1-year survival rate and secondary ones were median overall survival (mOS), median progression 

free survival (mPFS) and treatment-related adverse events. The results were compared to previous Japanese 

domestic bevacizumab trial for recurrent GBM (Study code: JO22506) which had the similar inclusion criteria 

with JG002.  

Results: 1-year survival rate and mOS of recurrent GBM cases in JG002 was 79.2% (95% CI:57.0-90.8) and 18.7 

months (95% CI:12.9-23.4) （ data cutoff = 20 Jun 2019 ） respectively, while those of JO22506 was 34.5% (90% 

CI:20.0-49.0) and 10.5 months (95% CI:8.2-12.4), respectively. Median PFS of JG002 and JO22506 were 0.9 and 

3.3 months, respectively. Most important adverse event in JG002 was brain edema. 21 out of 27 cases were treated 

with bevacizumab after progress disease.   

Conclusions: AB-BNCT demonstrated acceptable safety and prolonged survival for recurrent MG chiefly GBM. 

Many cases showed brain swelling during the observation period after AB-BNCT. This seemed to be the reason 

of relatively short PFS instead of prolonged OS in this study, However brain swelling might be the unavoidable 

adverse event of re-irradiation for recurrent MG. This drawback seemed to be controlled well with bevacizumab, 

anti-angiogenic agent, approved for the treatment of malignant gliomas in Japan. On the other hand, bevacizumab 

alone is known to have no potency for survival prolongation not only for newly diagnosed but also recurrent 

GBM. Thus AB-BNCT seems to be potent treatment modality for recurrent malignant gliomas chiefly GBM. Now 

the combination of AB-BNCT system and SPM-011 is processing of application for new medical device and drug 

approval for recurrent malignant gliomas in Japan.   
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Background: For these couple of decades, nuclear reactors were used for BNCT as a neutron source. Instead of 

nuclear reactors, recently accelerator-based neutron sources (ABNS) have been developed for clinical trials to 

obtain on-label use, i.e., new drug approval. We have done the phase 2 clinical trial with cyclotron-based ABNS 

system for recurrent malignant gliomas, of which results were applied in this meeting as another talk.  On the 

other hand, recurrent high-grade meningiomas after X-ray treatment showed 5.2 months as progression free 

survival (PFS) and only 24.6 months as overall survival (OS) from the literatures. Recently we have applied 

reactor-based BNCT for 46 cases of refractory and recurrent high grade meningioma (HGM, WHO grade 2 or 3). 

All cases showed good tumor shrinkage with good local control. This patient number is approximately a quarter 

of cases of brain tumors treated by reactor-based BNCT. Study Purpose: Based on these situations, we proposed 

“A phase II clinical trial using accelerator-based BNCT system for refractory recurrent high grade meningioma” 

for Japan Agency for Medical Research and Development (AMED) which is similar to NIH in USA.   

Study Design: Pharmaceutical and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) in Japan which is a counter part of FDA in 

USA suggested the importance of randomized clinical trial (RCT) even for this exploratory clinical trial for rare 

tumors, such as HGMs.  Along to this suggestion, we prepared 2 study groups, BNCT test treatment group and 

control best supportive care group. PFS was set-up as primary endpoint and OS was set-up as secondary endpoint. 

To diminish ethical problems of this RCT, rescue BNCT is permitted for control group patients, if they showed 

progress disease during the observation period. 2-dimensional modified Macdonald criteria is adopted for 

assessment. Hypothesized PFS of treatment group and control group was 5 months and 24 months, respectively. 

Fortunately our proposal was adopted by AMED and the trial started in August 2019. Methods: Twelve and 6 

subjects will be included for this trial as test treatment BNCT group and control group, respectively. Patients 

eligibility criteria is as following, recurrent HGM after some radiotherapy (less than 65 Gy as fractionated X-ray 

treatment, daily 2Gy fraction), aged more than 20 and less than 75. KPS should be more than 60%.  SPM-011 as 

BPA is administrated 500mg/kg in 3 hours intravenously, 200 mg/kg an hour for 2 hours prior to neutron irradiation 

and 100mg/kg an hour during neutron irradiation.  Cyclotron-based ABNS system is used for neutron source. 

Neutron-irradiation time is determined not to exceed to 7.5 Gy-Eq for scalp dose which was referencing preceding 

phase I trial for malignant gliomas.  

Progress of this trial: As of April 2020, 4 subjects were included, 3 for BNCT treatment group, 1 for control best 

supportive care group.   

Conclusion: In my talk, let me present our clinical data of reactor-based BNCT for high grade meningiomas and 

clinical trial design of this accelerator-based BNCT in detail.  And if possible let us introduce the interim report 

of this clinical trial in the meeting. 
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Boron Neutron Capture Therapy (BNCT) is a state-of-the-art binary treatment that can potentially deliver 

extremely high doses of radiation selectively to cancer cells while sparing adjacent normal cells. Despite numerous 

studies into its efficacy has shown promising results in patients with disease deemed incurable with current 

medical technology, such has those with inoperable locally advanced and/or recurrent glioblastoma or head and 

neck cancers, BNCT is still not a widely used therapeutic option.  

 

One biggest impediment is that facilities that provide BNCT is not widely available globally. On the other hand, 

patients who will benefit from BNCT can be found across the globe. As such, for these patients to receive BNCT, 

they will need to travel to other countries to be treated. 

 

Since 2018, a total of six patients from Singapore went to Taiwan for BNCT. Three of them succeeded in receiving 

BNCT. All of them faced various obstacles. We shall elaborate about their challenges and how that has helped 

shaped workflow between Singapore and Taiwan. We hope our account will help other departure and destination 

countries as more patients seek out BNCT in the future. At the same time, we will also highlight lots of areas 

where more needs to be done to promote the widespread use of BNCT.  
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Since the world’s first clinical study of boron neutron capture therapy (BNCT) was performed using a research 

reactor at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) in USA in 1951, more than one thousand and three hundreds 

BNCT studies were performed using research reactors in the world during almost seventy years as of May 2020. 

In the early days, BNCTs with thermal neutron irradiation were performed for malignant brain tumors. Especially 

in Japan, the thermal-neutron-irradiation BNCTs had been performed for brain tumors with craniotomy till 2002. 

In 1987, the thermal-neutron-irradiation BNCT for malignant melanoma was started in Japan. The application of 

the treatment planning in BNCT has started in 1994, when BNCTs with epi-thermal neutron irradiation were 

started for brain tumors in USA. The application of BNCT was enlarged by the epi-thermal-neutron-irradiation 

BNCTs with treatment planning. The applications were started for head and neck tumors in 2001, and for body-

trunk tumors such as lung tumors, liver tumors, etc. in 2005. Recently, the applications were started for Paget's 

disease, angiosarcoma, breast cancer, etc.. In this report, the historical background and present status of treatment 

planning for BNCT is introduced, from the experience of the reactor-based BNCT. 

In the reactor-based BNCT, the following treatment-planning systems had been used; “NCTPlan” developed 

by Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Harvard University and Comisión Nacional de Energía Atómica 

(CNEA) (used by MIT in USA, CNEA in Argentine, etc.), “SERA” developed by Idaho National Laboratory and 

Montana State University (used by BNL in USA, VTT in Finland, KURNS in Japan, etc.), “JCDS” developed by 

Japan Atomic Energy Agency, and “THORplan” developed by National Tsinghua University. Moreover, 

“Tsukuba-Plan” by University of Tsukuba, etc. are under development as systems applicable to the accelerator-

based BNCT. Monte Carlo method is applied as the simulation method in all of these treatment-planning systems. 

The simulation geometry is made based on the diagnostic images by X-ray CT and/or MRI, and GTV is defined 

by referring to the images by 18F-FBPA-PET. The inter-verification for the used nuclear-data-libraries, and the 

standardization for the pixel size, slice interval and slice thickness of the used diagnostic-images, are considered 

to be necessary. 

According to the application enlargement of BNCT, various treatment protocols and treatment-planning 

techniques were studied. Multi-fractional and/or multi-directional irradiation is applied for some kinds of tumor 

and body-part, in addition to the conventional one-fractional and one-directional irradiation. The epi-thermal 

neutron irradiation with bolus is also applied mainly to the superficial tumors spread over relatively large area, 

such as meningioma, angiosarcoma, Paget's disease, etc.. The standardization for the techniques with multi-

fractional and multi-directional irradiation, and bolus is considered to be necessary. The critical organs are 

diversified, such as oral mucosa, lung, liver, alimentary canal mucosa, etc., in addition to brain and skin. For the 

tolerant dose, the peak dose is used for serial organs, but the averaged dose is used for parallel organs such as lung 

and liver. The proper evaluation for the composition and density of the critical organs, relative biological 

effectiveness (RBE) and compound biological effectiveness (CBE) is important, and the standardization of the 

values for these parameters is considered to be necessary. 
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BNCT requires the cooperation of many different disciplines and sub-disciplines, which often have developed 

their own terminology. It is necessary to find common language rules in some fundamental areas, but also to 

coordinate framework conditions. Terminology rules need to be defined and common strategies have to be 

developed.  

A crucial concern is the prescribing and reporting of BNCT, especially if the applied dose is to be reported. The 

dose concept in BNCT is complex and depending on factors that cannot be measured at both the macroscopic and 

microscopic level For prescribing it is necessary to work with models to construct a dosimetry framework; and 

the approach adopted might be different from one center to another. If only the calculated results of such models 

/ frameworks are being reported, they can only be understood and interpreted if the underlying calculation model 

is also known. However, so far there is no agreement on a model to  be generally used. Such a limitation of the 

authority of the responsible physician might also dangerous, since he has made his own experiences with his own 

model. Nevertheless, it is mandatory to find a terminology and a strategy on the one hand to transfer knowledge 

and on the other to guarantee the safety of the patients. 

The absorbed dose as a macroscopic quantity is the basic parameter for prescribing, recording and reporting a 

procedure in conventional radiotherapy. In this approach the microscopic dose distribution of short-range high-

LET particles is averaged over macroscopic volumes. In BNCT, non-stochastic “single hit effects” have to be 

taken into account and therefore the absorbed dose concept is not suitable to predict expected effects and hence 

not a good solution for reporting. Furthermore, in BNCT several dose components with different biological impact 

have to be considered. In the past, it was suggested to report the different dose components separately leading to 

a complex system of numbers, difficult to handle and therefore not very much appreciated [1]. 

A standardized terminology has to be mathematically correct and in agreement with international rules for terms 

and their units (Système International d’Unités, SI). The terms used have to be unequivocal, as short as possible 

and indicating the most important feature of a quantity. From a clinician’s point of view, the numbers reported 

should allow prediction of a clinical outcome. 

One way to overcome the difficulties and find a solution acceptable to all could be to report not individual dose 

components or other results of calculations, but the input parameters used to perform these calculations. The most 

important measurable factors are  (the thermal neutron fluence integrated over the irradiation time T) and with 

concentration of 10B in blood. We therefore suggest a reporting system based on these parameters as long as no 

others are available. 

By doing this, another weak parameter has to be considered: the measurement of the boron concentration it blood. 

The accuracy of different measurement techniques is variable, and the relationship to the dose to a tissue is highly 

uncertain. The first issue can be addressed through quality control programmes while the second will remain a 

problem until our dependence on measurements in blood is removed. Centers that treat patients with BNCT should 

establish quality controls for these measurements, for example by interlaboratory comparisons of measurements 

among themselves. 

1. RASSOW J., SAUERWEIN W. (2012): Prescribing, recording and reporting of BNCT. In: Sauerwein 

et al..(eds) Neutron Capture Therapy. Principles and Applications. Springer Publishers. ISBN 978-3-
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In BNCT two different components have to come together namely low-energy neutrons with an activating 

agent that is harmless except in the presence of the neutron radiation. The radiation dose applied by the 

neutron field is low, except in the presence of the agent. Both modalities are not effective when applied alone. 

Until a few years ago, the only possible radiation source was a research reactor. At no time was it possible to 

commercially distribute research reactors for BNCT, so individual authorization was required, but not 

certification as a medical device. The situation now has changed and accelerator-based neutron sources with 

a high current proton accelerator, a target and a Beam Shaping Assembly (BSA) are marketed and have to be 

certified as a medical device. Nowadays in many countries, such certification includes a clinical trial.  Clinical 

studies with BNCT have to demonstrate to the regulatory authorities that this new modality can be safely 

used for routine clinical applications. The trials have to be conducted in accordance with the established 

standards of evidence-based medicine. In particular, they have to follow the principles of the Declaration of 

Helsinki, and good clinical practice. The well-established trial system for drugs consists of phase I trials to 

evaluate the maximum tolerated dose and determining the spectrum of side effects and unexpected toxicities. 

International guidelines for evaluating medical devices such as European Medical Device Directives 

93/42/EEC and 2007/47/E and Guidelines on Medical Devices in MEDDEV 2.7.1, Rev 4 do not mention how 

such clinical trials have to be designed because of the big differences between different medical devices. 

However, as long as a new radiation source is tested with an existing and accepted drug, the difficulties to 

design such trial are manageable.  

Another degree of complexity  will be the introduction of a new boron carrier into clinical use. Up to now, 

the pharmaceutical industry did not develop new drugs for BNCT. The only drug that currently is marketed 

in Japan, BPA, is a molecule synthesized in the 50ies of the last century and first used for BNCT some 30 

years ago. A classical Phase I trial for a drug that has to be given in high quantity (grams), non-toxic in animals 

but with unknown toxicity in humans and without potential beneficial effects is impossible to realize. Realistic 

clinical trial strategies have to be found that will allow for the testing of new drugs for BNCT, which have no 

certifiable activities without irradiation. Using surrogate endpoints like boron uptake in tissues for patients, 

who undergo surgery for the targeted tumor might be difficult but is not impossible [1,2]. The problem gets 

better, if patients can be irradiated with the new drug. In such situation, there is at least a potential benefit for 

them. Phase II and Phase III trials have a different intention and will focus on the effect on a defined tumor. 

With such trials, new indications for BNCT can be established.  

All of these different aspects should be integrated in a well-defined system. Up to now, for such an integral 

concept only a few suggestions exist [3,4]. 
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